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Literacy, or the lack of literate skills, overshadows and outweighs
every other problem and need sensed lw educators and clients of the
schools. The broad base of opinion to this effect is reflected in the
highest priorities of current educational legislation and planning. For
this reason, I was particularly interested to learn, prior to reading the
manuscript for this book, that Frank O'Hare's work involved an in-
structional technique for use in teaching writing dirt was at least
potentially capable of yielding results that would profoundly alter the
current instructional practices of the writing eurrienlum. MY reading
of Oitare's manuscript confirmed this description.

The instructional approach in the O'Hare study is called sentence-
combining, a type of pechgagy involving extensive, sequenced practice
of specially formulated print-based exercises throgli- which a student
is said to acquire dexterity in writing; complex sentence structures. On
its face, the sentence-combining technique has a solid foundation in
research. The main ideas, though original in configuration, are sup-
ported by the work of several leading linguists and, indirectly, by the
work of many behavioral scientists over a period of decades. One of
the crucial linguistic notions here is that written English is a dialect
distinct from spoken English, from which it would appear to follow that
an effective pedagogy should be based upon language-learning tech-
niques. Another notion is that the linguistic mechanisms of sentence
generation are extremely dynamic, from which follows the possibility,
indeed the actuality in the sentence-combining method, of devising
learning activities in which the linguistic processes of sentence gen-
eration can be simulated 1w the student. The basic psychological in-
gredient has to do with an apparent fact about learning whereby com-
plex skills arcs most readily learned when they arc broken down into
smaller component subskills, as when in the sentence-combining meth-
od a student matures in his linguistic ability in written English through
a succession of quasi-generative learning experiences in sentence build-
ing. The methodology appears to have application as an instructional
strategy at intim- levels of training in writing, from the elementary
grades on.



O'Hare 's contribution has been to identify the practice of sentence-
combining as the probable cause of the positive effects that have been
observed in a series of experiments in -.Which sentence-combining ac-
tivities were present, but not the exclusive elements of the treatment.
For historical reasons, the sentence combining technique arose within
the context of a debate on the relevance of, formal grammar instruction
(in this instance, transformational grammar) to the acquisition Of
measurable writing skills. The force of O'Hare's work, which reports
impreSSive positive effects for the exclusive use of sentence-combining,
is to render the entire issue academic, at least with respect to the short-
term goal of finding curricular and instructional solutions to the prob-
lem of illiteracy in writing.

One should bear in mind that O'Hare's experiment does not have
laboratory characteristics, and although O'Hare himself is highly
qualified by experience and training, the test data cannot be taken as
conclusive proof. nor can they be fairly interpreted without reserva-
tions. Still, O'Hare has- provided the first major test of sentence-com-
bining methodology in a relatively pure form and, while important
questions remain to be answered, I can think of no line of research in
the area of writing that holds greater promise for effective curricular
change than further exploration of sentence-combining as a pedagogy.

S. Rosenbaum
For he Committee on Research
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INTRODUCTION

Dcspite Marshall MclAtilean'stimely warning to society in generaland to educators in particular that we are at the end of the Gutenberg
era, the age of writing and of printed materials, and that the electronic"non writing" age is upon us, educators remain convinced of the no-portace of writing ati a humane, perhaps the most humane, skill de=vcloped be man, Written records have enabled man to pass down.through the centuries his discoveries, his frustrations, and his aspira-tions. The eloquence of Cicero, the simplicity of the Sermon On theMount, the wisdom of the Bhagavad Cita. all would be lost to us hadwe not devised the means to put them on paper.
The English-speaking community has given English teachers theresponsibility of teaching people writing, the putting-words-dimm-m-paper skill_. And English teachers who have been writing for a verylong time have come up with a bewildering variety of -right" ways toteach writing. There arc almost as many theories as there are thenee-ticians, Even inure perplexing, although many of these theories makegood sense, each in turn has been, if not 'refuted, at least called toquestion by contradictory evidence. After an exhaustive study of writ-ing research 13raddoek (1963 ) concluded that

Today's research in composition, taken as a vhole, may lie. corn -parccl to elemical researeh as it emerged from the period of alchemy:some terms are being_ defined usehilly, a number of procedures arebeing refined, but tlic field as a whole is laced with dreams, prejudicesand makeshift operations, (p. 5)

At least since Aristotle the search has been on for an all-embracingtheory of rhetoric or composition ur plain writing, This inctathe,,iry\yould assign to their proper places und in their proper degrees suchcomponents of writing as ideas, organization, style, voice, tone, vo-cabulary; it would reconcile differences, confirm similarities, answerall our questioas. Despite the fact that sonic impressive attempts layebeen made in recent tunes to formulate such a theory for example.due works of I. A. Richards and Kenneth Burkeno completely satis-factory inetatheory has appeared: opposites remain unreconciled,doubts unresolved,



2 SENTENCE COMBINING

Teachers of ...riling, ho\vever, are less interested in eumpt)sition !Ico-
r.. than in the practical inplications Of any gi-en theory. Confronted
dad"- with the -task of improving student writing. these teachers can-
not afford to wait until a satisfactory inetatheoy emerges from re-
search. For them the crucial qu.stion is al\vas a practical one: Will it
make 11\ students better \\Titers?

The ])resent stialv is not designed to test ail 1)1 eel mtath . (irV
of composition, IL It is its eve, rather, on composition students in the
l'Anglish classroom. and as a consequence. its aims are much more
limited. much more specific. Interested in the possibilities of altering
and improving students' vriting behavior. this studs.. seeks ansvers tO
the following (11:etitiOrIS:

NVotild seventh graders "Alm practiced a new kind of sentence-.
exereise that ..as in no ....ay dependent on their formal

kno.v10(1,,,e of a grammar \\lite compositions that could 1w de-
scribed as syntacticull.- different from those vritten by students
quite similar to LIWIO in abilitV \\'M were not ewe :ed to such
sentence-combining j.)ractice?
iF there ."-ere syntactic differences in their i could these
differences he called differences in maturity?

, ,,-ouni toe stomans who practiced the sentence combining \VIA(
c011ip.)Sal(MS that would he judged better in overall quality?

1. What would be the curricular implications of these findings?

Although this study could be desrihed as being irn the tradition of
previous linguistic research on the relationship between grammar study
and improvement in writing. it is not a gramma-hns-ed study. Indeed,
it was an examination of recent linguistic: studies of the relationship
between pim-Haar anti \\Taint* (hat led this researcher to hypothesize
that sent( uce.combining practice need in no way be dependent on
tonna' knowledge of a grammar, traditional or tran.j,Oralati011al.

Tiati tittalV (10CS, however, rely on transformational theory, The sen-
tnc-combining 0- ereises written out bv the students are entirely de-
pendent on theorV of gelier:ltiVe grammar, Eqmilly import-ant to this
study yere the recent transformationalle oriented studies of Hunt and
(_Donnell on the deelopnwnt of syntactic maturity. This researcher
simply felt that, although a knowledge of transformationalor for that
matter, traditionalgrammar is an indispensable tool for the researcher
and a potentially useful tool for the teacher of English, there was no
justification for assuming that it NVOtild help students write better.
However, the deliberat ellut naticiii gene ratite



INTRODUCTION

!rrinanar study from this experiment and the systematic exclusion cif
grammatical terminology from the entire experiment must in no way
be construed as a refection of grammar study per se, The large and very
interesting question as to whether granunar should be studied in
schools at all will not 1w dealt \\rid! in this study,

Recent studies dealing with the relationship between a certain kind
of language study and writing are examined in Chapter One. The first
part tit Chapter Two demonstrates that normal grnwth in syntactic'
maturity can be nwasred in quantifiable terms. The second part of the
chapter both describes and suggests a rationale for sentence-combin-
ing practice that is in no wav dependent on students' formal knowl-
edge of a grammar,

Chapter 'Three discusses the design and the procedums in this
investigation, including the hypotheses to be tested, the research de-
sign, the subjects, the independent, dependent, and extraneous yari-
ables, the experimental and omtrol treattnoits, and the measurement
and analytic procedures.

In Chapter Four tlw results of the analvqs of the data arcs both
presented and discussed.

The final chapter contains the conclusions of this study. the theoreti-
cal and practical implications of the conclusions for the teaching of
writing, and, finalk, snore suggestions for H



CHAPTER 1

RECENT RESEARCH ON GRAMMAR STUDY AND WRITING

With the publication of Syntactic Structures in 1957, Noinn Chomske
revolutionized grammatical theory. Subsequent refinement of his
generativc-transformational theory by Lees (1960, 1961), Chomsky
himself' (1965), and others has led to a general acceptance of trans-
formational theory as an efficient method' of formulating "the most
economical and coherent System of explicit rules adequate to charac-
terize all the grammatically Nvell.formedsentenecs possible in a par-
ticular language- (O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris, 1967. p. 15). chum-
skv tint" the u;:her traiNformationalists" demonstration of the superiority
of certain isl acts of generative over those of traditional grammar led
Nicakel (1963), in a survey of the effects of the teaching of grammar
on writing, to observe that "much of the earlier research on teaching
grammar must be. regarded as no longer of great significance outside
the period iii educ ational history which it represents" ( p. 9S2).

While .,Icknowlt.dging generzalv the truth in what Nleckel has said:
it is nevertheless interesting to examine sow of the studios completed
before Chomsky which concerned thellISCIVCS with OW relationship
between formal grammar study and writing because that history is a
entiotts one intivd, Study alter study tested the hypothesis that there
WIIN a positive relationship between the study Of grammar and soon
aspect or other composition, Result after result denied this hypothe-
sis. Many of the findiwrs either clearly indicated, or at least stronuly
suggested, that the study of grammar not only did nor have the de-
sired result, but that there also resulted some undesirable side effects.
Braddock ( 1963). in a review of formal grammar and its effect on
W601114. that

In viCAA' of the Widespleud (igrcelocot of research studies based upon
many types of students mai teachers, the conclusion can he stated in
strong and unqualified tetras : the teaching of formal grammar has a
negligible or, because it usually displaces some lastraution and practice
in actual eamposition, oven a harmful effect on the improvement of
writing, (pp, 37-38)

Subsi. yield r -Tiew of research by Bateman aod Zidonis (1964) and

5
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( 9675a, 196() eorrohorated bradd ck.s statement, reader
might ask, -why 'curious' then'?- 'Ti history of this extensive research

is a curiosity Nilorth. 1.WCiusu jOlIch rosoarch Iii bevii cooductcd Oil
this question. Why were English researchers so persistent? 'Why didn't
they recognize that there was indeed no relationship between formal

grammar study and writing
The answer is, perhaps; a surprisingly obvious one. English teachers

must have inminctirelti that somehow_ some,licre. someone would
find the connection that they Inew- was there, For over a century
teachers had beili teaching grammar and expecting. indeed assuming',
that it would help their students write better.

Further proof of this almost mystical faith in the efficacy of grammar
study can hr found in the nature of the studies produced by linguistic
researchers alter the publication of Chomskv's Syniortic Structifirs.
Instead of abandoning this line Of investigation altogether, these
researchers immediately set out to eNamine the claim that exposure to
generative-transformational grammar would improve students' vriting.
Arid it wasn't long before their optimism paid off, 13 e_tween 1964 and

1965 there appeared several studies whose results- indicated that the
trinisformational grammar approach did have an effect oil student

Bateman and Zidonis published a studs which claimed that a knowl-
ge of generittive grammar enabled students to iliCoaSic significantly

the proportion of well-formed sentences they Wrote and to iocrease the
complexity %vithout sacrificing the grmemalicality of their sentences,
In 196S this researcher was a doctoral student at the Florida State
University in the Experienced Teacher rellowship Program and par=
tieipated 111 some livelv disenssiwis of the Bateman and 7idonis study

These discnssions ledand of similar kind of study by John Mellon,
the present researcher to the idea that perhaps the Bateman. and

Winds study was successful because o Sc1Itt.11(1'

tion their students had performed, and to wonder whether Mellows
grammar study had hindered his students in anv \VIM

Although 11I1_1...con was at pains 11) dillert'llniat. 1115 Sht(IV from that

Batrom, and 7J(kaus. the two studies proved to he emarkablv
similar, They were, as Mellon 1969) claimed of the Bateman and
Zidonis study, -the [first esperiments] in the entire iii' grammar
and writing research that explivitly (advanced' a sentence.strneture
hypothesis'. f p, 10), Both exposed their studentN tri the study of a
generative-transformational grammar. Both were ii,telysted in the
possibility that error reduction would result Irmo their experimental
treiaments, liatemzul and Monis concluded thit knowledire of gen=
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erative gramina could enable students to reduce the occurrences of
errors in their writing. Mellon originally planned an analysis of error
incidence but abandoned the project as too time consuming and
expensive. In their findings both studies claimed that their students
wrote sentences that were syntactically more complox or mata. And
they both relied -heavily on generative grammar ?:air their various
analysos .

Of course, there are obvious differences between these two studies.
which a brief appraisal of Bateman and Zidonis and a more detailed
link at Mellon should make clear.

The Bateman and Zidonis Study

The study conducted by 13ateman and %Moms (1964) was a land-
mild; in the history of research investigating du. effect of grammar on
writing because it hypothesized that the study of a transformational
grammar )von Id affect the structure of the sentences students wrote.
As with any pioneer study, it should he looked upon as a product of
its time and a reflection of the state of knowledge of that period.
lit 1962-63, when this study was conceived and planned, Clioniskv's
generative-transformational grammar was relatively new. Extravagant
claims were being made for its -generative" capabilities by over-
enthusiastic supporters; equally strenuous denunciations flowed from
traditional grammarians who perhaps felt threatened. A further diffi-
enitv was the complex pro:: style of Noam Chonisky, who used a sort
of "linguistic shorthand" frequently couched in the language of mathe-
matics to "clarify" his ideas. Not exactly ideal fare for the avw-age
English teacher, who typically abandons the study of mathematics at
all early age. Feelings were high, misconceptions rife., LlerilnOnV bitten

it is not Slirprising then, that when Bateman and Zidonis discovered
that their experimental group had reduced die incidence of errors and
at OW smile time had employed more mature sentence structures, they
concluded that it was a result of their students' knowledge of trans-
fomational grammar. Generative grammarians stood vindicated. Or
so it appealed.

No useful purpose would be served liv examini ig the Bateman-
/Adonis study in detail, but since several criticisms leveled at it by
Mellon deserve some attention, IL IniCt description of sonic aspects
of the study might prove useful,

The investigators selected the ninth grade of the University School
of Ohio State University and randomly assigned the stialents hi two
classes, Over at two.Year period the experimental class studied the
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-regular curricul,im" and specially prepared materials from the area
of generative grr mniar Rix pre-test and post-test compositions %veie
collected] from Bosh sections during the first three months of the first
Year and the last three months of the second year. The investigators
reported the sentences according to whether they contained errors
car not. They followed this by calculating the mean "structural COM-
plcxitv scores" for each of the two sentence types. The structural
complexity of a sentence was derived by adding ono to the number
of transformations each StAltiice (2011 taincd, Forty-six transforinational
rules were listed by the investigators and used to identify the trans-
formational history of each sentence.

Bateman and Zidonis reported that their experimental students'
study of transformational grammar enabled them to increase signifi=
cantly the proportion of well-formed sentences they wrote and to
reduce the occurrence of errors in their writing. The increase in aver-
age structural complexity !WOWS for well-formed sentences was 3:79
for the control class and 9:32 for the experimentalwhich, of course,
represent- ;_l an increase of over five transformations per sentence
Interesting results despite the fact that the greatest changes in the
experimental group were made by only four students. rightly
questioned whether analysis of variance was the appropriate statistic
here. Nevertheless, he seemed to ignore a indisputable fact: the
experimental students did write sentences of greater complexity. Four
students comprised approximately one-fifth of the experimental popu.
lotion, Although some of Mellon 's criticisms are well founded, others
are, perhaps, a little too severe. Mellon tOok the investigators to task
for not utilizing the findings of Kellogg 1-itmt; ignoring the fact that
the Bateman-Zidonis study, a two-year enterprise, was completed and
published in the same year as Hunt's study (1904), Also questionable
is the severity Of NIC11011!ti reaCti011 to the investigators' description of
what the control class studied. Mellon was correct, of course, when
he suggested that more information should lutyc been given than the

Each class sit:idled what would be considered the regular curriculum
at the school with this exception the experimental class studied ma-
terials specially adapted by the investigators from the area of genera-
tive grammar. (1964, P= 1(1)

In elich AINS, imprOVUrrient of pupil writing w,Its one of the major
objectives, The classes differed only in content: no formal grammar
yas studied in the control class; the grammatical content described in
ChtiptelS 2 and 3 was studied by the pupils in tho experimental clam
(MA, p, 117)
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sort of outline of the English courses that the experimental and
control students were exposed to would no doubt have been useful:
However, 'regular curriculum' clues give the reader some idea ofwhat went on, Surely any unusual subject matter or technique em-ployed would either have been avoided or reported in some detail.
It clues seem that Mellon reacted too strongly when he declared, "Surely
this is- a major oversight in such a study" (1969, p. 13).

Mellon's final criticism of the Bateman-Zidonis study is sound. He
claimed that the hvpotlu of the entire experiment was based on aline of argument was difficult to accept rationally, and rightly
took Bateman and Ziclonis study to task for claiming that "pups mustbe taught a system that accounts for well-formed sentences before
they can be expected to produce more of such sentences. themselves"
(1964, p. 3). Abundant research has dernonsh.ated that young children
have already mastered a very large proportion of the structures of
English before they get to school and quickly learn to handle the
remainder in elementary school. However, this whole question of
language. development will be discussed in detail later.

Although the hypothesis of the Bateman and Zidonis study was
based on a questionable assumption and had certain methodological
problems, it is nevertheless a significant study,. Being wise after the
event is a favorite practice of researchers, and "if only I had
a common cry. This is within the nature of m-an, Their study was a
pioneering one. That others would follow was inevitable. That they
would profit from mistakes and oversights is within the nature of the
discipline. The significance of this study lies in the discovery that
students who study transformational grammar end up writing sentences
that have fewer errors and are more complex syntactically than students
who do not That is significant indeed.

The Mellon Study

Mellon's purpose was to find out whether students who were exposed
to what he called "transformational sentence-combining practice"
would significantly increase their normal rate of growth in syntactic
ability. The results indicated that the students who were exposed to
the treatment showed statistically significant increases in what Mellon
called "syntactic fluency,"

Mellon's study was a reaction to the study of Bateman and Zidonis
and showed signs of having profited from Bateman and Zidonis'
experiences. Mellon was not as interested in the possible corrective
function of his sentence-combining practice, the error-reduction effect
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of so many previous studies, but concentrated on the other important
aspect of the Baternan-Zidonis study, the increase they found in syn-
tactic complexity. He rejected the Bateman-Zidonis claim that the
learning of grammatical rules per se could lead to improvement in
student writing or that these rules could be applied in any conscious
manner by the writer. Mellon suggested that it was the sentence.-
combining practice and not the study of the grammar that had an
effect on the students' writing behavior, a point wind) will be examined
later.

mellon's experimental population consisted of 247 white native-
American middle-class seventh grade students in twelve classes in
four schools in the Boston are- -r.. The schools were chosen to represent
urban, suburban, and private cdueation.

There were three separate treatments. Five experimental classes
studied a. year-long course in transformational grammar that included
a large amount of sentence-combining practice. Five control classes
studied a course in traditional grammar, Two placebo classes studied
no grammar at all but had extra lessons hi literature and composition,
but no additional writing assignments. All twelve classes studied the
regular English program for their particular schools.

The writing sample at each test time consisted of nine compositions,
each written in one class period during; the first four and last four
weeks of school. Mellon selected, for each student before and after
the treatment, the first ten T-units from each composition that the
student wrote, ninety T -units in all at each test time,' Mellon adapted
the `I' -unit which Hunt (1965) described in his study. Grammatical
Structures. Written at Three Grade Levels:. (Hunt's and Mellon's T-
units will be discussed later.) The main dependent variables in the
study were twelve factors of syntactic fluency, including T-unit length,-0
suhordination7coordination ratio: the number of nominal and "re'lative'
clauses and phrases (wind included adverbial clauses of time, place,
and manner), clusteved modification, and depth of embedding,

Comparison of pre- and post-test results indicated that the cx.peri-
mental group showed'inereases in all twelve factors and that the gains
\veil! significant at or beyond the .01 level of confidence. Mellon also
compared the increases achieved 1w his group with normative data
from the Hunt study. Hunt had established normal per growth
for nominal clauses and phrases and relative clauses, phrases, and
words. Mellon found that his experimental group showed from 21 to

°A T-unit consists of a princhal clause and 11M'
structure attached to or embed mc1 irt it.

ot dame or molel.iusal
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:3.5 years of growth On these same factors, while his control group
faile(1 to show even one year's (f kgrowth: \noll's hypothesis that the
writing of the experimental group would show a significant increase
in syntactic fluency was substantiated. The Eivrlish teaching Nvorld
wits justifiably impressed by these findings.

Although the Md!llon study is a substantive piece of innovative
research, it does pose a number of rather interesting problems. The
first problem is an unusual one. Which of the Mellon reports is being
discussed? The are two reports, one published in 1967 by Harvard
University and the other' in 199 by NCTE. In the present discussion
reference will lw made to the NOTE report, However, statements
from the Epilogue of the 19G9 report will be considered later because,
in this researcher's opinion, the Epilogue constitutes something akin
to a change of mind on Nlellon's part and, indeed, lends sonic measure
of support. to the hypothesis of the present stud yhich was out-
lined in the spring of 1969.

A critical problem facing anyone examining the Mellon study is
the question as to what exactly constitutes transformational sentenu-,-
combining practice, Does "transformational" mean simply that the
students' practice Was based on the resOareller's knowledge of deep
and surface structure which led him to construct the combining prob-
lems in kernel form? Or does "transformational" imply the stdenr
knowledge of generative grammar? Examination of Our Sentences

Their Grammar (1965b), Mellon's 162-page experimental text,
reveals that he taught generative grarmnatleal concepts all the way
through. For example; on pages 1,37-138 the concept of pre-noun
modifier is presented! and the students are eneouraged to be able to
identify adjective phrases, participles, passive participles, and parti-
cipial compounds. Although the student is "taught" these concepts
in one and a half pages; lie never uses than and indeed never en-
counters the again until they appear as part of a rather formidable
listfor seventh graders, at any ratein the last lesson- ( p. 157),

\fellon's experimental treatment demanded three things of his stu-
dents: (1) that they learn transformational rules like T:rel, T:gerund,
`1:der-NP, which they had to apply in the combining practice;
(2) that they learn concepts' like passive infinitive, phrase, appositive
1101111 phrase, participial compound, etc., wvhiell they` were never asked
to apply consciously in the combining practice; and, most important,
(3) that they learn a quite difficult sot of grammatical rules ( how
well we are never told), \,,fellon described his grammar as elementary,
The present researcher finds it difficult to believe that seventh graders
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would find it 'aSV t alize such thei5retical
constructs as:

T:gerund NP AUX -i- VEliti NP 4 NP + 5 + VERB +
INC + OF +

NP + AUX + VERB + remainder FOB + NP + TO
+ VERB + remainder,

:I der -NP NP + AUX + VERB + NP NP + VERB +
UBE + OF + NP,
ANC}
MENT
TION
AL

The last example is a particularly intriguing one because a student who
assiduously followed the rule fur Inler-NP, which is summarized on
page 106 of the experimental text, would have found, when writing
out problem 3 on page 107, that the rule did not work. "Simmons pub-
lished the experiment" cannot be changed by: literal adherence to

Mellon's rule to "Simmons' publication of the e-xperiment. ,

Indeed, on the same page (107) there are five more examples, none
of which will give the student the proper answer if lie follows Mellon's
T:der-NP rule.

Analysis of lumw of these rules forced this invcstigatcn who laid
taught English to seventh graders for about ten years, to conclude
that many were too difficult and that Mellon's average mid below-
average students were perhaps using the examples and largely ignor-
ing the theoretical apparatus when they wrote out their sentences.

Ono is left, then, with an insoluble problem, Was it the studs, of
this par ticulir tninsformational graitimar that led to the syntactic gains
made by Mellon's experimental group? Or was it the combining lilac-
tied only that led to these increases? Or was it the interaction of the
grammar study and the combining practice? The design of \tenon's
study does not permit this question to he answered because, as pre-
viously mentioned, he taught a grammar that was only partially
utilitarian and exposed the students to combining practice too.

There is evidence that this grammar was quite difficult. Perhaps
Mellon's experimental group would have shown greater increases in
syntactic fluency if the grammar studied had been easier, The grammar
studied may have inhibited some students and in some way counter-
acted possible gains. Again, the study's design excludes the answer to
this question. Mellon could perhaps have had a fourth group study
the gutunnar alone uncl Write out a limited number of illustrative
sentences to clarify the particular concept being titudied.

Mellon did not mention whether the experimental students 'yen
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tested as t' F their ..ilative knowledge of the grammatical concepts
studied. Was there a relationship .between any of the weave factors
of syntactic Ilencv and the students' relative knowledge of the gram-
mar studied? Mellon declared that

The chief purpose of this course was neither to rectify the student's
language behavior nor to facilitate the sentence-combining practice
Bather, it was to present to junior high school students, in an obviously
introductory manner, an elementary transfoimational grammar dcscrib=
ing the language competence they and all other speakers already
possess. As with contemporary studies in other curriculums, the main
justification for this course Was given m terms of the experiences and
!earnings generated lit- the inquiry it occasioned. (1969, p. 27

If the chief purpose was to teach an elementary grammar, it would
seem desirable to have tested the students' knowledge of that grammar.
The generc': impression one gets from an examination of the experi-
mental text is that grammatical concepts are being mentioned but not
thoroughly hAught. For example, highly -complex branching diagnims
appear on page 116, and yet the student is never asked to construct
one. On pages 127 and 128 six very difficult grammatical terms are
introduced, illustrated but not defined, and then suumarizedll on
scarcely more than a page. They never appear again until the overall
review, where they art: simply listed. It would be a rare seventh grade
student indeed who could learn the terms participial phrase, passive
participial phrase, infinitive phrase, passive infinitive phrase, prepo-
sitionalphrase, and appositi noun phrase by being shown only one
example of each.

Nt(.11 in also asserted that

. as an activity designed to reinforce and further illustrate trans-
formations earlier learned by the student, the problem-solving practice
was considered an integral part of the grammar course and may be
viewed in this light quite without regard for its possible &vets upon
syntactic fluency, Its role was very much like that of the straight-
forward exercises in formula application which lire employed, for ex-
ample, in modern school algebra. (1969, p. 27)

orally ofAn examination of Our Sentences and Their Grammar,
the second half, would suggest that this is riot entire the ease.
Indeed, Mellon added thirty daily five-minute problems which were
not included in the text and which are further proof that the combin-
ing practice was not simply used for illustrative purposes, fairness
to Mellon it should be pointed out that in the Epilogue he wrote in
1969, he freely admitted to this charge, agreeing that there would
be no need for so many ex tmples, especially any involving multiple
embedding.
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While atgre eing with Mellon that his study should have been pre-
sented in what he described an "a-rhetorival" setting, the present
researcher is not at all convinced that sentence combining should
remain "t rhetorical. Mellon continually insisted on the "t rhetorical"
nature of his study: when there is limited but indisputable evidence
that his treatment was not consistently rhetoric-free. For example, in
the Preview Lesson of the treatment. Mellon says to lri students,

Now that VOU are beg' riling junior high school, You will he devoting a
great deal of time to developing your writing skills. Wilt the study of
grammar help you to write better? No one really knows the answer to
this question. But there are several reascms for thinking that it
may. By the end of the school year, you should be writing seri-
tences more skillfully than you do now. (1.965b, p. 2)

This is a clear assurance that grammar study should help them to
\\Tit(! better. Later, while commenting on an exercise where the student
has to embed about eight statements or kernels into a given sentence,
"Yesterday we read over those manuscripts,- Mellon says.

Even though we have not used all the modifiers possible VOLI ,arty feel
that Nve have used too ninny. Thera IS, we meaty have chosen Lou, many
additional things to Say about the "manuscripts" in our rnaltPclause
statement... thus, von should choose these details carefully and try
to build effective main modification. The lists of appropriali added de.
tail often is the difference between interesting writing and ordinary
lackluster \cork. For example, here is a -story- that consists of three
sentences whose nouns are unmodified:

girl set out for a picnic into the woods.
There she rue t: wolf.
The wolf joined lieu' for it 11111C1),

NOW WO shall add several insert SentUnCeS Ice each of the main.clausu
sentences given above, Notice how these inserts provide deseriptiye
detail and give our "stun.- a recognizahlu tom., (10(i5b, pp, 1A5-1-16)

n page l41 he says. -Arun will find that the repeated modification of
a single noun sounds quite natural:"

It is obvious that there is, perhaps inevitably, a rhetorical tone to
these statements, an implied or explicit exhortation to the student to
me these devices in his own writing. There is a coneern with how
sounds. Doesn't this imply an audience critically reading or listening?
The question of what \Mimi means by 'a-rhetorical" and its implica-
tions for the present study will be taken up again in the last chapter,

Finally, there is the rather interesting question as to when an en-
!lanced syntactic maturity would become discernible to the general
reader. Bateman and Zidonis ignored this issue, and NIellon was satis-
fied that no harmful side effects appeared, If sentence-combining
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practice is designed to make students write sentences that me ninrC
mature syntactically, it seems iVaSOnable to assume that at some point
this syntactic difference would show qualitatively, The results of
Mellon's quality evaluation were disappointing. The contro/ group was
judged on post-tests to have written compositions that were signifi-
cantly better than those written by 11w experimental group. Mell(
attributed these results to the small sample size and/or the effect of one
especially talented control teacher.

Would a larger, more reliable sample have favored the experimental
group? whose experimental group increased their T-unit
length by approximately 1.2 words pin: T-tinit, Suggested that this
increase is. not sufficient to become noticeable even to an experienced
wader. Two rather interesting questions arise quite naturally from this
observation: (1) At approximately what point would an experienced
grader reeffitnize that there ~were syntactic (Micro-ices the students'
writing? and (2) Would these syntactic differences influence the
grader's evaluation of the students' writing?

The Bateman-Zidonis and Mellon experiments, then, exposed stu-
dents to the study of transformational grammar, and .both studies
showed that their experimental groups wrote sentences which were
syntactically more mature, Bateman- and Zidonis assumed that it was
a knowledge of generative grammar and its application that enabled
their experimental subjects to write differently. Mellon called to ques-
tion such an assumption; claiming that it was the combining practice,
not the grammar, that enabled his students to write differently. But
the design of the Mellon experiment makes it impossible to ascertain
whether the study of transformational grammar had a positive or
negative or no effect on the students' syntactic development,

Therefore, although there is at least some doubt as to what exactly
caused their students to write differently, there can he no doubt that
both in the Bateman and Zidonis study and in the Mellon study the
experimental treatments significantly mitered the writing behavior Of
students exposed to them,

Audio-Lingual Studies

Another group of liiigilistic researchers who have altered the svu
tactic writing behavior of their students are the advocates of the
audio-lingual or oral-drill technique, which has., of course, been used
in the tcNiehing of foreign languages for a number of years. Three
rather interesting audio-lingual (.-speriments by Ncr (1966), Haub
( 1966), and Miller and Nev (1968) have been undertaken with gen-
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erally significant results: [cause the methodology in all of these
experiments was,.according to Ney, "basically very similar since they
followed the model of the pilot project with seventh graders which
Wilti reported ill the English. Journal by Ney (pp :2-3), no useful
purpose would be served in analyzing each study in detail.

In all three studies the experimental treatment was designed "to
condition the students to use sentences of predetermined syntactic
types through verbal manipulation of representative sentences from
oral cues" (Ney, 1968, p,.2), The three studies also included written
exercises which were related to the oral exercises in order to effect
transfer of training from speech to writing. In all but one of the
experiments the progress of the students was measured by having the
students write for an unspecified time about a film which they had
just been shown The sentences in these compositions were classified
by type and counted.accoi-ding to techniques devised by Hunt (1965)
and O'Donnell, et al. (1967), The experimenters were interested pri-
marily in finding answers to by° questions: (1) Did the experimental
classes write more of the structures that they had been conditioned to
use than their respective control classes? and (2) Were the experi-
mental classes' sentences syntactically more !nature?

In these studies the pre- and post-tst film was the same, to control
for the possible influence of subject matter on the syntactic structures
the students might use. Since students readily use the syntactic pat-.

terns they hear in a film, they were shown, with one exception, fiims
without narrative or dialogue. Nov summed up the test results by
declaring that,

In the three experiments in which pretests and posttests were given,
improvement in the form of a greater frequency of occurrence_ en the
posttests of the structures practiced was always measureable although
it did not always each a level at which the experiment was statistically
significant. (1968, p, 4)

It is obvious, then, that audio-lingual techniques cause some change
in student writing behavior,

The Miller and Ney Study

The last of the three experiments briefly described here, the Miller
and Noy study (1968), was the most interesting for the purposes of
the present study, The Miller and Ney study compared the perfor.
mance of a fourth grade experimental class which was exposed for
one vicar, September to June, to regular oral practice in manipulating
Syntactic structures with a.fourth grade control class that had regular
lessons in reading and composition.
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The experimental class \vas exposed to the treatment four da ps

week during thirty-seven periods of from thirty to forty minutes and
in the second half of the experiment, two days per week during thirty
periods averaging forty to fifty minutes. Typically, students were
asked to repeat two cue sentences which were written on the blaek
board, for example,

The hov put the old man down.
'The boy W:IN yery tired.

"Fite teacher would then read the sentences in a combi ,d form, e.g.,
"The buy, who was very tired, put the old man down," Then the
students would perform choral reading of this sentence. These were
reinforced by ten similarly Stn.! ettIrCd CO led WI I tel 1CeS which
were practiced orally by the class. Review exercises were also con-
structed which contrasted the differing sentences studied. The students
were also given practice in writing out correct sentences when the
teacher read sets of cue sentences.

Generally speaking, the treatment was de sitined to p throe!
t pes of sentences!

1. sentences with who and which adjective clauses!
A: lIi looked at the box. The boy came out of the rive
13. He looked at the boy who came out of the river.

2, sentences with initial and final adverb clauses:
A, The princess couldn't be married. She was too proud.
B. The princess couldn't be married because she was too proud.

Because she was too proud, the princess,couldn't lice married.
3. sentences with subject and predicate nominals derived from the

deep structure:
A. Something disturbed the king, The princess talked.
B. The talking of the princess disturbed the king.

After the oral practice the students participated in choral reading
from various textbooks, from rewrites of Mark Twain's work, and
from folk tales written for foreign students, This kept the lessons inter-
esting, gave Ow students additional practice, and provided a linguistic
context for the language exercises.

Bath the experimental and control groups showed an increase from
the first pre-test in the structures which were taught, but only the gain
shown by the experimental: group was statistically significant, The
results from the second posttest indicated that the experimentai group
was using the structures practiced far more frequently than the
control group and that the experimental gain was significant at the
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.001 level of confidence. It was felt that the gain achieved by the
control group was directly attributable to the effect of the narration
on the first film. The experiment,;; group also wrote a greater nurnber
of words than the control group, and the increase ill experimental
output was statistically significant. AnaksiS of variance indicated that
on both the incidence of structures practiced and number of words
produced at the second post-test the difference in performance was ill
favor of the experimental group and significant at the .001 level of
confidence.

The Miller and Nov study also measured the length of multi-clause
and single-clause Tomits and compared the scores of the experimental
and control groups by analysis of variance, On these measures the
experimental group sill 'ved a generally greater improvement than
the control group, the most impressive gain being made in the number
iif words in multi clans(' I` -units from the second pre-test to the second
host -test. The experimental group wrote just over twice the number of
words in multi-clause 1' -units on the second post-test as they had done
iii the secord pre-test. In comparison with the control group the
experimental group wrote fewer simple sentences and proportionately
mon' complex sentences,

Summary

It is clear from the evidence of the studies surveyed in this chapter
that there is, contrary to the findings of the many traditional-grammar
evriting studies, a very real connection between a certain kind of
language study and writing. Recent experiments have effected change
in student writing behavior. The experimental groups wrote sentences
that were syntactically more mature. Oral and written drills undoubt-
edly made a difference, Although it is at least questionable whether
it was a knowledge of generative grammar that led Bateman and
Zidonis' students to write more mature sentences, it is not unreason-
able to assume that something in their experimental treatment must
have caused those students to write more maturely. And lastly, al-
though the design of Mellon's study clot's not provide! an obvious basis
for his conclusion that it was the sentence-combining practice that
made the difference, C(1111111011 seine* tells us that Mellon was probably
right, Indeed, Mellon's multiple embedding of kernel sentences is the
most promising technique yet developed for utilizing trausfcii'riiational
theory. 'However, the unanswered question remains: What effect did
the grammar study have on Mellon's experimental group?



CHAPTER 2

SYNTACTIC MATURITY AND SENTENCE COMBINING

English leachers have always been aware that on the average
Younger children do not write as w(.II as do older children, that high
school students sate better than elementary students, and, of course.
that educated :adults write better than high school students. Included
in this judgment were decisions nut only about the ideas, organizAttiou
vocabulary, and spelling used by these groups, but also about the
style, It was obvious to these teachers that the more mature writer
somehow put his ideas down differently..IIis sentences were generally
longer, lie put num, into Ilk SciitenCE'S I)\ lengthening his independent
clauses and !iv using more subordination. These sentences were usually
more complex. fancier, harder to read, En.glisli teachers called the older
student's style more mature, And if his style failed to please them, it
might be called immature or choppy, Comments like "Your sentences
lack flow- or advice like "Try to write !nonc natilrally" are common-
place on students' papers, -Your sentence structure lacks maturity" is
perhaps an accurate but not very helpful piece of advice to give to
a student. Ile might even ask his teacher what was meantAnd what
to do about it.

In the present study maturity of sentence structure will be defined
ill a statistical sense as the range of the sentence types found in
samples of the students' writing, and it will usually be referred to as
syntactic maturity," Gcnerkilly speaking, English teaelwrS have been

able Out only to distinguish between elementary kind high school
student writing, but also to identify normal stages of development
in student writing as typical of a particular grade range. Confronted
by a composition written by a filth grader, an experienced teacher
could describe it as syntactically mature or immature or normal. The
trouble was and is that teachers often disagree. Differences of opinion
about something, kis vague as style would be inevitable. What was
needed was some kind of objective measure that would confirm the
intuitions teachers feel about maturity of sentence structure and
describe the features that eonstitutc: syntactic maturity in quantifiable

n
terms. If quantrification could be satisfactorily accomplished, then

19
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normal sta of syntactic. (1 lopi I could readily be ielcntifiecf and
objectively verified.

The advantages of such measures for the t 1uglish teacher are obvious.
Students who are not displaying "normal- gro vtli could be quickly
identified and (five!' remedial instruction. Rut \Olaf; about the student
who is developing -normally-P is this the best that he call do? Stu-
dents who come from a home environment that has rich cultural and
linguistic experiences would predictably he above average in svutactie
maturity, Since ValiatiallS it tiViltaCtie are until
Sine(' normal growth is really only a way of saving UN,crago growth,
it seems reasonable to assume that this normal race of growth could
he acceleri-ited or retarded under certain treatment conditions. This
study thus directs itself to the question of whether sentence-combining
practice will enhance the normal growth of syntactic maturity.

Language Development Studies

The 111:11IV studies of language development that hayc been pub-
lished have been critically reviewed ley Heide, and Heider (1940).
McCarthy (195,1 ), inv.! mee -eel-1de lw Cimoll (1960), Erwin and
Miller ( 196:3). Mellon (1965a ), and O'Donell, et al. (1067). There
is therefore no advantage to he gained by reviewing the literature
again.

obsenettions 1111 languilge development or svntactic
maturity have identified the lengthening of sentences and increased
use of subordinate clauses as indicators of progress toward a mature
style. More recently, several normative studies have further specified
the syntactic characteristics that distinguish the 'writing of older from
that of -younger writers. Two of the more important recent studies On
language development are those done by Hunt (1964, 1065) and
O'Donnell, et al., (1967). Because of limited time and resources which
necessitated his perfomning all the svialletic segmenting and counting-
himself, the present researcher was anxious to find an economical,
efficient, and reliable measure or measures of syntactic maturity. Al-
though Mellon had investigated twenty NrariableN and had found all
but two of them to he significant at the .05 and more often beyond
the .01 level of confidence, many of thc!se measures seemed to hi
highly redundant. The findings of the Hunt and O'Donnell studies
suggested a reasonable compromise.

Bunt (1965) investigated 1000-weld samples of the free writing of
school children in grades 4, 8, and 12 and the writing of skilled adults
who published in The Atlantic and Harpers. Hunt introduced a new
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measure called a minimal terminable- unit or "T-nnit," which wasa refinement of Lohan's ( 1961. 19(33 ) "communication unit." The T-unitis one main clause plus any subordinate clause or nonclausal structurethat is attached to or embedded in it. The experimental populationin the present study consisted of seventh graders, and "vone whohas taught seventh graders knows how notoriously forgetful they cancomes to remembering to put down something as remoteirons their daily concerns as a period at the end of a sentence, Couldgroups of words be called a sentence whets they displayed all thecharacteristics of a sentence, including being followed by a capital,if they did not in fact terminate with a period? Also, some studentsput periods where we would put commas, What to do about. that?The solution was simple: ignore the sentence and concentrate on amore refiable and more objective measure, the T-unit. We're interested, then, among other things, in the incidence of clauses and T-units.Hunt discovered that as students get older they tend to write longerclauses and that skilled adults carry that tendency further. Maturingchildren write more clauses per T-unit, but skilled adults do not carrythat tendency much further than do twelfth graders. As they get older,these children write lodger T-amutts, and skilled adults carry thattendency even further because the' tend to write lengthier clauses.Hunt also discovered that for grades 4, 8, and 12 the best of theseindexes of syntactic maturity is T'unit length. Second best is clauselength; third best is clauses per T-unit. When the writing of skilledadults is included in the sample, there is ()oh' one difference. Wordsper clause becomes as significant an index of ic maturity asworth.; per Vuffit.
In the O'Donnell study (1967) the investigators sampled the speechof thirty children in kindergarten and thirty in grades 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7.They also took writing samples from the students in grades 1 5, and 7.After viewing two eight minute films with the sound turned off so thatthe narrator's laguage would not influence their language production,the children were asked to tell the story of the film privately to aninterviewer 4111d to answer certain questions related to the narrative.O'Donnell, using Hunt's T-unit to segment the student's output,found that at every grade the average length of the T-unit increased.The number of clauses per T-unit also increased with the child's age.Although. O'Donnell (lid not report on the number of words per clause,this figure can be calculated from his data on T-unit length and clausesper T-aria. The clause length figures calculated from ODormell's dataare similar to those of Hunt, showing an increase at each grade level( Hunt, 1970, p. 9).
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Even a casnal examination of Table 1 reveals that for words per
'1' -unit , clauses per T-unit. and words per clause there is g,enerally a
steady increase moving up the grades for the combined figures of
O'Donnell and linnt through grade 7. limit's figures for grades 5. 12,
and beyond indicate a continuation of tins steady increment.

Table 1
1'-Unit, (liaises per T-Uni Von's 1>cr Clause

Grade Level 5
Superior

12 Adults

Words T-Unit
O'Donnell 7.67 9.34 9
//tint 8.51 11:34 1-1,4 00.3

Clauses
O'Donnell 1.1S 1.27 1.30
Ihn. 1.29 L42 1.65 1.74

Words/Clause
O'Donnell (i.5 7.4 7.7
Iitntr 6.6 8.1 8.6 11.5

ir(1111 I 197t) ). 13:INtel nti thlta (0,(1 Ilona ( 19(i5 ) and
by O'Donnell. et al. (19(i7).

'11oth Hunt and O'Donnell also investigated the number of sentence-
combining transformations used by their experimental subjects and
discovered that this number increased as the sobjects got older. I runt
found that older writers. especially skilled adults, use a much larger
number of transformations per T-iinit and per (mmo and concluded
that this explained the fact that clauses, especially those of skilled
adults, increased in length with maturity.

In examining subordinate clauses, Hunt reported that the most
important developmental trend WITS an increase iii adfeetive clauses.
which inure than doubled III frequency, the perccutago increase being.
slightly greater during the second half of the time span. The number
of adjective clauses pet T-unit for grades 4, 5, and 12 was .045, .090,
and .10. respectively. This represented an almost fourfold increase.
litint concluded by suggesting that the increase in number of adjer-
iye clauses was most important as an index of maturity. His superior

adults used .25 per main clause, which was more than the number
used by his twelfth graders. Hunt then declared that, for adjective
clauses,

the rate of increase from inic e)f the four groups ) nest is remark-groups
the three guidesably steady, and also rather dramatically large.
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(4, 8, 12) the increase is rie4.trlv fourfold, but if we include the fourthgroup (superior adults) the increase is more than fivefold. The likeli-
hood that a fourth gracler will embed an adjective clause somewhereiti ;t l'-unit is only 1 iti 20. The' likelihood that a superior adult will doso is I iti 4. (1065, p. 90)

I hint reported itlso that noun ehttises significantly increased, althoughth,Ar overall percentage increase was about half that shown by ndjeee clauses.
Hunt's skilled adults wrote Minas 40 percent longer than did histwelfth 'graders. The older writers not only wrote more subordinateclauses per main clause, especially adjective lauses, they also wrotelonger clattS0S, which, of course, combined with the greater number

of clauses, ac -coin ted for their writing longer T-units. The ()Donnellstudy stressed the importance of `I' -unit length as the most effective
single measure of syntactic maturity:

This investigation supports the findings by Hunt (1964, 1965) thatwhen Ittirlv estensiNv samples of childrens finglatge are obtained, themean length of `l' -rums has special claim to consideration as a simple,of
development syntactic control. (1907,

innell also suggested that the' enormously time-consuming processof counting the kind and depth of every sentence-combining trans-
formation might perhaps he' regarded as redundant wheat lie' statedthat

The readily pet formed calculation of moan lengths of T-tmits, however,appears to give a close approximation to Maths -of the more compli-cated ,tecounting of seilteocc-corobining transformations. ( 1967, t, . 95)
While agreeing that older writers employ different sentence strue-tures than do Younger writers, the English teacher might have observed

that older writers simply deal with different subject matter. Perhapsit was the constraints of this subject: matter that accounted for themore mature syntax used by older writers. The Hunt and O'Donnell
studies that have already been examined dealt with t.vo different kindsof free writing, and free writing rendered this question unanswerable.An experiment conducted by Hunt (1970) was designed to findout whether students, differing in age and Maturity level, and adultswould display different levels of syntactic maturity when confrontedwith the same subject matter. These students would say the samething, because each was given a set of extremely simple sentences tocombine and instructed to utilize all of the information they con-tained. \\then a writer added any idea that was not contained in theoriginal thirty-two sentences, the whole sentence was deleted.
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The instrument used in the study was developed by Roy O'Donnell
f the Florida State University. It is a passage containing thirty-two

simple sentences, which the students were instructed to "write in
a better way.- The instrument was administered to over a thonsand
students, almost exclusively white, in grades 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 in
Tallahassee's public schools. From each grade level fifty students
were chosen to represent -something close to a normal distribution
of academie ability" arid from the scores for each student's writing
means were computed for each grade and for the high-, middle-, and
low-ability groups in each grade. Although Hunt used a number of
new measures, and got especially interesting results with what he
called structures less than a predicate and less than a clause, his
findings relating to the number of embedding transformations and to
clause and T-unit length were of particular interest to the present
study.

Although all the writers were required to say the same thing in
Hunt's experiment, the older writers displayed superior syntactic ma-
nipulative ability. Their sentences were affected by their syntactic.
maturity. Older writers tended to use a wider variety of transformations
when reducing inputs to less than a predicate. They wrote longer
clauses and longer T-units. Interestingly, the trends indicated in Hunt's
1970 study are the same as those shown in his and O'Donnell's studies
of free writing.

Of particular concern to the present study were Hunt's findings that
the number of embeddings of kernels correlated highly with clause
length and that syntactic maturity consisted chiefly in the ability to
make many embechnents per clause. Hunt demonstrated that syntactic
maturity involves a manipulative skill that is, in some sense, inde-
pendent of subject matter. Even when the older writer added no more
information, lie still wrote more words per T-unit and more words
per clause. He displayed more syntactic maturity.

The research reviewed in the present study has shown that as the
child matures, he tends to embed more sentences, which results in
an increase- in clause and T-unit length in his writing. Perhaps these
increases can be attributed to his cognitive development. Or perhaps
they arc' the result of his imitating the more mature styles that he
encounters in his reading and in conversation at school. Whatever the
reason, there is clearly a developmental trend. Therefore, since they
tend to increase with age and are indicative of a developing linguistic
maturity, the syntactic charackyistics outlined here would appear to
be efficient criteria for describing syntactic maturity.
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Pattern Practice and Modeled Writing

Itr his study Mellon considered several "tryammar-related activitiesthat might lead to "syntactic fluency" and dismissed them in turn.These activities were modeled writing, pattern practice, applied trans-formational rtilcs, and traditional sentence parsing. Since the presentresearcher agrees with NIellon's able rejection of applied transforma-tion rules and traditional sentence parsing, nothing more need be saidhere about them.
Patten] practice 1.o:wires students to write sentences in accordancewith a series of grammatical commands. Mellon dismissed this activitybecause lie claimed that it forces the student to search for "pointlesscontent" and thus distracts him "from the N,ery thing to which he issupposed to be attending, namely, the given pattern" (1969, p. 21).While agreeing that there is a possibility of students being distracted !when engaged in this activity, the present researcher cannot agree thatthese are grounds for the abandonment of such an activity. An imagi-native teacher could so structure such an assignment as to make thestudents' search for meaningful content interesting per se. For ex-ample, one could imagine a series of exercises in which the student isgiven one, two, then three blanks to fill in in a partially writtensentence whose deep structure might contain six or seven kernels,Mellon seemed riot to take into account modeled writing that wouldinvoke sentence cues, thus ignoring a long series of studies whichutilize such cues in their audio-lingual approach to learning a foreignlanguage and learning, English as a second language-. These studies,which will be discussed subsequently, surely involve some kind ofmodeled-writing pattern practice. And they have proven quite success-ful..

These are, perhaps, peripheral issues., but in developiog a rationalefor transformational sentence-combining practice, Mellon defendedtwo assumptions which may be called to question and which are ofprime concern to the present study. He repeatedly claimed that sen-tence-combining practice must be "a- rhetorical" in nature. De alsoasserted that

the chief purpose of (the gramma] course was neither to rectify the.student's language behavior nor facilitate the sentence-combining prac-tice.. , the problem-solving practice was considered an integral part ofthe grammar course and may be Nriewed in this light quite withoutregard for its possible effects upon syntactic fluency. (1969, p. 27)The present study will take issue with both of these assertions indue course. However, it does agree with Mellon's other conditions for
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efficient sentence- combining practice, namely, that titer final behavior
elicited from the student shouldsliiruld be the production of a "fully formed
statemeit whose structure is predetermined and characteristic of
'nature expression and that the content must be given in a format
that will facilitate the production of the desired sentence.

Sentence-Combining Practice Not Dependent
on Formal Knowledge of a Grammar

However one HMV disagree with cc_ rtain aspects of i\fcllon's ratim ale
for tfaitsformatiomil sentence-combining practice, one is faced with
a hard fact. It worked, Mellon claimed that the combining practice
was an integral part of the grammar study. The present researcner
questions this claim. Mellon also declared that the combining practice
must be a-rhetorical. Although this assertion is at least a matter for
conjecture, and indeed it will he called to question later in this study,
there can be no disputing the fact that Mellon's transformational
sentence-combining practice was conducted in a largely a-rhetorical
setting.

The rationale for the present study grew out of experiences the
present researcher had in his senior secondary classes in his native
Scotland, where lie lived until he had completed an M.A. from Glasgow
University. A favorite activity in Scottish English elasses was an exer-
cise which supplied the student with perhaps six or seven kernel-like
statements and directed him to "write all of these as a compound-
complex sentence with two adjective clauses, an adverb phrase, and
two adverbial clauses, one of concession and one of place." Suppose,
as often happened in this rei:,.._!archer's case, the wretched student did
not know either what a componml-complex sentence was or what an
adverbial clause of concession was. In at classroom environment where
physical punishment for unsatisfactory work was an everyday occur-
rence and its avoidance an attractive alternative, the student would
simply work with what he did know and use his intuition for what
remained. And he was quite often successful in coming up with the
correct answers. (Perhaps the "paddle- hasn't been sufficiently inves-
tigated as a sentence-combining stimulus!)

Years later this researcher chanced on the Mellon treatment and
immediately set about solving the sentence-combining problems with-
out benefit of Mellon's grammatical signals. It was a fairly difficult
enterprise at first: But it wasn't long before "(Thei)" became "who"
or "which" or "that" and, more difficult, "(T:fact)" and "(T :cxp)" com-
bined to become it . that." After that the hunt was on. Could all
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of these gramou labels he, eliminated and a series of practical -littlehelps- substituted? advantages of this iipproach were legion, Thestudents wouldn't have to study a grammar that, for seventh gradersat feast, was really quite difficult, This would eliminate any possibleadverse effects of the grammar study on students who simply couldnot understand the theoretical constructs which, as has been previously
shown, were not thoroughly taught in Mellon's treatment, but rathermentioned en Inman/. The simplicity of the instructions \void(' allowthe student hi deal, unhampered, with concepts which language-development research has demonstrated he already has maste red 1, ...1ivcomplexity of the problems would not be reduced but could be facedsquiere nii. Success might breed success, Students don't like traditionalgrammar shul, not onlY because it is boring, but also because manyof them simply cannot do it With grammar gone, the full potentialof Ntelloo's kernel-mbdding system might be realized,It does not seem unreasonable to assume that. \Olen they erewriting out the sentenee-cmnbining problems, at least some of Nfellon'sstudents may have gone through an experience similar to this research,el.'s teenage experiences in Scotland, Although they might have hadmile a sketchy knowledge of the grammatical concepts, they probablyhad recourse to their own practical linguistic experience or, morelikely, they ilie,,ked hack in the text and found a combining problem,already solved, exemplifying a similar problem.
The sentence-combining' practice in this study, while freeing thestudent from the distraction of seeking meaningful content himself,would give him systematic and controlled experience in the productionof sentences Nviiich were more mature than those he \\void ordinarilywrite. lie could give his undivided attention to the actual process oftransforming 1w addition and deletion without worrying about gram-matical theory.

John ',Mellon ver graciously gave the present researcher permissionto use and change his sentence-combining problems as he thought fit.The present study retained at least 95 percent of Mellon'~ sentences
so that eomparisons of the results could.be made. Oecasionally Bostonarea street names, sports arenas, etc., were changed to their equivalentsin Tallahassee. Very little else was changed. Since some of the thirty
extra five-minute daily exercises that Mellon's students worked onwere not available, this researcher substituted an equivalent numberof similar kinds of combining problems.

However, the present study incorporated very important changes inMellon's format, and these changes were so important as to alter thevery nature of the actiyities. This study is a replication of Mellon's
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wily in the seme drat the students" final product was a series of
similar sentences,

Mellon's students were exposed to the study of a transformational
grammar throughout the Yvan They learned a series of transformational
concepts Nyhich apparently facilitated the solution of the sentence-
combining problems. To illustrate the form of his transformational
sentence-combining problems Mellon used the following: example that
would appear in about the seventh month of the grammar course:

Problem:
The children clearly must hart vondewd SONIETHING.

The bombings had orphaned the children.
SONIETI HNC was humanly possible somehow. Cr,w1i)

Their clan:inert:n-8 pretended SONIETIIING.
Chewing gum and smiles might compensate fair the lo
(T:fact)

The losses were' heartbreaking,
They had so recently sustained the losses.

Write-out.
(liet-e the student writes the folly formed sentence.) 221

explained the process like this:
BrieflY, the right hand indentations show how the embedding is to
proceed. The first sentence is 11ways the main clause. The sentence or
sentences iminccliatek beneath it and spaced one place to the right
are to he embedded therein, and so on down the list of successively
right-spayed sentences. The capitalized word 'SOMETHING- indi-
cates an open nominal position, to nouns signal relativization,
and parenthetical items lire abbreviated fransfortnatimial directions
where necessary. (1909, p. 23)

The present study abandoned entirely the formal studs- of grammar
because grammar study was not needed. What was needed was a
series of simple, consistent, practical, and efficient signals designed
for the sole purpose of facilitating the sentence-combining operations.
They had to be easy to understand and easy to use.

Right-hand indentations were abandoned because they also were
not needed. Students could perform the combining operations without
them. The capitalized word SOMETHING, which indicated an open
nominal position, was retained because students found it easy to under-
stand and very helpful. Students had trouble with the concept of a
repeated noun signaling relativization. Instead, this researcher simply
underlined the relative words that would be retained in the write-out.
Students found this particularly helpful because all they had to do
was to get rid of anything that was not underlined in that line.

A similar example should help the reader to compare and contrast
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the twi. i methods of facilitating the sentence- ctinibining ractice.
The ehildren clearly must have 1vondered SONI tETH INC.
The bombings had orphaned the childreiL ( \ \'HO\1)
SONIETI 11 NG WItti )11,1 tiV putitilbil
Their conquerors pretended SOMETHING, (1TFORT

HAT)Chewmg gum and smiles might compensate for the losses.
The losses were heartbreaking,'
They had sii recently sustained the losse:;. WIIICI1)

The student, in both Mellon's iiid the present study, was instructed
tei move down the sentences, combining them as he went. into one
sentence. If suecessful, lie wrote it out as rIdlows:

Thy children whom the bombing had orphaned clearly 0Thst have
.yondured how it Wilti thf possible felt their conquerors to pretendthat chewing ginn and smiles might eompeusate for the heartbreaking
losses which they had so iecently sustained.

Vtliontrh ttdditieiniil illustratitnis are provided in Appendix A. there
is really no substitute for a thorough examination of the gradual W-
ing up process that WaS an integral part of the present study.

The system employed in this study has some advantages over Mel-
SN'steilL A student doesn't have as many abbreviated e0-ralmatical

instructions to keep in mind. For example, in ..tenons system,
-(T:wh)- could mein' -.vim," "what, where,- or "wil V.
The neW SN-StVin, as the reader can see from the example above,
specifically tens the student to use -why," or "vhotn," or "which."

As every English teacher knows, students very often don't knowwhen to use -who- or "whom." The repeated nominal doesn't help,hut the ni w,. system virtu:Illy gtnuquitees the correct form by telling
the student which one to use. "(T:intin )" and T:exp)" are instruc-
tions for Nfellon's students to use both the infinitive transformation and
the expletive transforniation. The new system's "( ITFOBTO)" takes
the guesswork out and allows !he student to confront the real issue
the embedding problem itself-.

The new systcal is deriimisiry' ..-asier because it focuses on theneeds of the student. If plirpes,- of it sentence-combining instruc-
tion system is to facilitate the sentence-combining operation, then that
is precisely what it ought to do. It should anticipate where the student
kVill lie likely to encounter a problem. And then it should help the
student solve that problem right when he needs the help:

In pre experiment trials the students who worked on these problems
found them quite it sting for several reasons. The most important

'The italicized word was underlined in the expt-rirnental text.
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NVitti that the\ NVl'e e.itiw to ilil. They gave students confidence
NVith SeiltenCe manipulation. :\ student had to test his answers against
his own sense of grammaticality. Seeing in his mind's eve sentences
-eliek together,- ,s one student put it, as he moved down the kernels

pOSitiVe Of the Nelltellee-e0ilihillillq- ril'OeeSS.
itelitti were also impressed with the matnritv of the Nvrite-out sentences
and (then claimed credit for them, referring to them as "Inv sentences.
There wits every reason to believe, then, that the students in the
experiment would find these problems challenging and interesting.

The greatest attraction for both teacher and pupils of the system of
sentence-combining practice described here IS of course. that it does
not necessitate the study of a grammar. traditional or transformatithrd,
The English teitellet NVII0 -dOeiiii.t
tiYtitelli. A hiO, teacher,, althOti h iittrileted to

grallilllar ill till'On% are rv,velled by sonic of its very ecuripli=
eared rides, especially its tree diagrams. Others maintain that because
generative grammar is in its infancy and could quickly become ob-
solete. learning its many complicated rules could be a waste of their
time. Arid olcouise. many English teachers, troubled by grammar's
demonstrable lack of utilitarian value, nevertheless feel that grammar
study is an important Part of lituraut knowledge. All of these teachers
con use the present system because it avoids the negative aspects of

animal. study altogether.
Grammar study is in disrepute at the present time largely because

it has faded to hell) stock-tits write any better. It has occupied the
center of lang:uitge study in the classroom, yid many people, including
some grammarians, think that this is regrettable. In a lively article
called "Linguistics and the Pursuit of lielevanee- Neil Postman sing-
, ;Led that the grammarian and his works should be placed "at the

distant periphery of language' stialv, not it its center- and that -the
priniztry goal in languitge witching is to help tittRIVUltS illereZISC their
Cullip 4'1 ICC to use and understand language- ( 1967. P. 162). He
denounced die idea that language should be studied -for its own
sake,' and then asserted that it very important goal in the teaching of
English is "helping students to manitge their lives ware effectively by
increasing their control over language' (p. 1 I 62). Postman quoted
I. A, Richards. -America's greatest living linguist,- iii an article in
The New York Renew of Books. Writing of the general failure of
teachers t make the study of language relevant and useful, Richards
said:

it was Iiul the hadnes:5 of the granunar descriptions which caused the
failure hut a simpler and deeper mistake: learning how to descrihe a_
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language is not at all the slime as learning how to it with power
fliel discernmenthi point of fact. eurrent efforts by English teachers
to use transformational grammar far too often result in glib manipula-
tion of nomenelatureHnst as of oldand play with -tree cliztgonns-
without bringing ;iii' improved malcrstanding of what sentences do or
how they do it. (Post Man, 1967, p. 1162)

Richards. and Postman clearly identified the problem. English teach-
ers have been too concerned with how language works and not suffi-
ciently concerned with developing ways to help students use their
language. Obsessed with theory, they have ignored practice, Michael
Scriyen, in a speech delivered to the College of Education faculty at
the Florida State University, called this tendency the -academic
fallacy- and gave as an absurd example the view that one can't swim
without having a satisfactory theory of hydrostatics, hydrodynamics
kind the physiology of innnersed activity." fle suggested that the
serious examples of the -academic fallacy- arc built into our curricu-
lum; -at the college level, for example, the laughable idea that sym-
bolic logic is a significant raid to reasoning skill in any substantial
field, that French grammar has something important to contribute to
French wising skills Aren't English teachers also guilty of the
academic fallacy when they stress why to the detriment of how'?

likhards, Scriven, and Postman 4111 stressed the importance of the
tue ore of a skill. And that is precisely what sentence-combining
practice is designed to doto make students better able to handle
English sentences. Of course, there was no suggestion here that the
students would write in their free writing sentences as long as those
they practiced. What was postulated in this study was that there would
be a sort of -tub-off" ilffect from sentence-combining practice with
multiple embeddings which would lead to greater .syntactic maturity
in free writing. Football players practice hundreds of plays many
times so that at the right time, in the right situation, a dozen or so
of these moves will have becoura, both appropriate and habitual. So
also with sentence combining. Only some of the operations should
become habitual.

A further attraction of sentence-combining practice is that it forces
the student, as he embeds the given kernels into the main statement,
to keep longer and longer discourse in his head. Practice at memoriz-
ing and reproducing these. longer sentences may help him develop
a skill which two researchers at k ist have claimed is chimicteristic of
increasing cognitive maturity. Harrell (1957) discovered that younger
children write shorter sentences than they speak, and his evidence
suggests that older children arc better than younger children at learning
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to keep sentences of increasing length 'in their beads while writing
them out on paper. Support for Harrell's contention can be found in
the theory of "chunking- which Miller (1956) developed. Miller sug-
gested that as the mind matures it develops a more sophisticated ability
to mu:Inn-Lc complex information. According to Hunt, this developing
ability would explain why children, as they mature, produce and
receive more complex sentences (1970, p. 58). Miller's explanation of
how the memory span, which is a E XCE1 tit i of chunks, can handle
additional information 1w building larger chunks containing inure
information than before is an attractive one and would appear to
support the kind of sentence -combining manipulations being advanced
in the present study. Miller declared that

in the jargon of communication theory, this process would be called
recoding. The input is given in a code dunt contains many chunks
%%Ail few bits per chunk. Thu operator recodes the input into another
code that contains fewer chunks Nvith more hits per chunk. There arc
many ways to do this ro butvuding probably the simplest is to group
(he input pplv a new name to the group, and then remember
the new name rather than the original input events. (1956, p, 93)

Obviously Millers description of the recoding process is very similar
to the series if operations demanded by the sentence-combining prac-
tice in the present study. "Bits of illiOrirlatiOIC are very like kernels
which have to be embedded, and "chunks" are similar to relative and
nominal kernel embeddings. The king Tunit is, therefore, the result
of the reduction and embedment of hits of information into chunks
which natually become larger.

The case for this stily's sentence-combining practice is a strong one
holli from a practical and a theoretical standpoint. It should facilitate
Mintactic skills ilreadv poss(ssed by "training" the memory and increas-
ing the cognitive 'chunking" ability of the students, The system is
simple and cirri hey learned by the average English teacher in.several
inservice sessions. Because it demands an acceptant, non-error oriented
environment that accentuates the positive, students should find it ease
to do and relatively interesting. Few studetits should make many
mistakes.

C:urriculatt. Assumptions

_The present experiment presented an intei _ itig curricular dilemma,
Although the sontene-combining practice wits presented in an
a-rhetorical setting Ilecituse of design requirements, this experimenter
is not at all convinced that that is the only or even the best method
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of presenting sentence-combining practice. in order to isolate the
effect of sentence-combining practice, the exercises were given to the
students in a carefully structured and almost entirely a-rhetorical
setting. Great pains were taken to avoid conditioning students to favor
complex syntactic expression in their actual composition classes.

At least one-half of the regular composition course for all students
consisted of the students writing a journal each week, with the stress
in this part of the course On encouraging students to develop a sense
of personal worth. The uniqueness of the individual and the importance
of the clay to-dav happenings in the life of that individual were of
paramount importance. Sentence Structure, punctuation, spelling, etc,
were largely ignored. The major responsibility of the teacher was to
react as another human being, as sympathetically as possible, to the
searching, the joys and disappointments, the uncertainties, the probing
of the individual student. Content was all important. The major objec-
tive was to get the students to increase the flow of their writing and
in so doing to improve their self-concepts.

The sentence combining problems were never referred to in the
composition class. In fact, they were systematically avoided: Had the
sentence-combining practice been presented in concert with or as an
integral part of the composition instruction, major problems of inter-
pretation of the results would doubtless have arisen. In such a situation,
if the students' writing behavior had changed significantly, perhaps
the change could be attributed to the unique effect of sentence-com-
bining practice unit composition instruction.

This is not to say that sentence-combining practice ought to take
place in an a-rhetorical setting. Indeed, the present researcher strongly
believes that sentence-combining practice has very real attractiveness
when considered as an integral part of composition instruction because
(1) it hie; such a direct bearing on the generally neglected question
of style and (2) it has potential usefulness for the student who is
revising a paper which has been condemned for an immature or
choppy style, quite without regard to its effectiveness in the present
experiment.

Mellon (1969) believed that secondary school English should con-
sist of "three autonomous copoint subjectsliterature, composition,
and linguistics" and that "linguistics and composition are separate
subjects in pursuit of separate goals." This position is at best question-
able. Since the Anglo-American Seminar on the Teaching of English
hold at Dartmouth College in 1966 there has been a discernible move-
ment among English educators away from the tripartite division of the
English curriculum, and the present researcher IS certainly in favor of
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such a trend. However, no useful purpose would be served by embark-
ing on a lengthy discussion of the relative merits of these two Seern-
ingly opposing views because the design of the present experiment
necessitated the isolation of sentence - combining practice from the rest
of the curriculum so that its effect on student writing could be directly
measured. The whole question as to whether sentence combining
must be, as Mellon claims, "a-rhetorical" (p. 20), whether it has
-nothing whatsoever to do with . . the teaching of writing" (p. 81),
and whether it is -riot a 'program of composition or rhetoric" (p: 74),
will he returned to in the last chapter of this study, where the general
curricular implications for the sentence-combining practice described
hero will he discussed at length.

Summary

The first part of this chapter demonstrated that growth in syntactic
maturity can be measured in qualitifiable terms and that the six factors
utilized in the present study constitute a reasonable measure of syn-
tactic maturity.

The second part of the chapter both described and developed a
rationale for the present study's system of sentence-combining prac-
tice. Sentence-combining practice that was in no way dependent on
11w students' formal knowledge of transforms zonal grammar should
increase the normal rate of growth of syntactic maturity in the stu-
dents' free writing. Practice with intensive sentence manipulation
that involved multiple embedding of kernels supplied in advance and
the final development and production of sentences considerably more
mature than normally written and spoken by such students should
result in an enhanced cognitive ability to produce sentences that are
svntaetically more mature.

Mut-error-oriented, g,rammitr-study-free, and wholly dependent on
each individual student's inherent sense of grammaticality, the sen-
tence-combining practice virtually guaranteed student success, and
success should produce a positive, acceptant classroom atmosphere
that, in stressing tIn spirit of inqiiirv.. wmild encourage synttictic
experim Illation and build confidence, The dais might disappear; the
student as syntactic authority take over. At least a part of linguistics
could more nearly become udent-centered"---certainlv a desirable
currier development.



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

The overall plan of this study was to test whether sentenee-combin-
.

ing practice that \vas in no way dependent on the students' formal
knowledge of transformational grammar would increase the normal
rate of growth-of syntactic maturity in the stialents' free writing in an
experiment at the seventh grade level over a period of eight months.
In this experiment subjects were randomly assigned to the experi-
mental and control groups. Samples taken from pre- and list - treat-
merit compositions were used as a basis for determining syntactic
maturity. The amount Of growth experienced by an experimental group
was compared with that of an equivalent control group and where
possible, \vith the normative data reported by [hint (1965), O'Donnell,

al. (1967), and Mellon (1969). With the obvious exception of the
si titenee-combining practice, the experimental group was exposed to
file same kinds of units as the control group. The experimental units
were simply shorter. Both the experimental and control group wrote
the same number of compositions, plays, speeches, etc.

An evaluation of the overall writing duality of a sub ample of the
total sample's Writing output was also undertaken to determine whether
the actual growth iii syntactic maturity experienced by the experi-
mental group would influence the judgments of a group of eight
experienced English teachers called upon to compare the overall
quality of matched pairs of a sample of the experimental and control
conmositions.

Hypotheses

The stud , was designed to test the folio i,tiiig two major hypotheses
for significance at the .05 level:

I: The experimental group, which was exposi=c1 to the sentence-
combining practice, Nvill score significantly higher on the six
factors of syntactic maturity than the control group, which was
nit exposed to the seiitence-combining practice.

The experimental group will write compositions that will be

35
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judged by eight experienced English teachers ns significantly
superior in overall quality to the compositions awn by the
control group.

This study also tested for possible into ratiini effects of tcacher, sex,
and ability as measured by Ifs and pre-test scores on words per -T-unit
on the syntactic maturity of the students' writing.

Since the subsample of the compositions written consisted of fifteen
pairs of narrative and fifteen pairs of descriptive writing, this study
tested whether. the eight teachers judged the narrative and descriptive
compositions differently. Also of interest was whether the teachers as
a group agreed in their evaluations of these compositions.

Research Design

Design of the Stuthi. The e experiment was designed to include two
experimental and two control classes to which students were randomly
assigned. The pre-testpost-test control group design described by
Campbell and Stanley (1965, p. 1:3) was utilized, T.'w design took
the following forint

11 0 X T)

11 0 0
Subtocts. All of the eighty-three seventh grade students at the Flor-

ida State University 1=ligh School were included in the study. These
students were within the normal seventh grade range of 12 to 13 years
and had IQ scores ranging from 76 to 143 with an average of 111.6.
Thirteen percent of the students were black. There were forty-three
boys and forty gills in this predominantly middle class population.'
There were forty-one students in the experimental group and forty-
two iii the control group.

Variables. The following outline simun rizes they iiidepcuielc =ii
pendent, and extraneous l'anables of this xperiment.

I. I ndependent,
Nicthods and materials: teaching a regular curriculum in English
versus sentence-combining practice al a shortened version of
this regular curriculum.

1 1. 1)ependent,
A. Six factors f syntactic mitittrrlt `,

1. kVords per T-unit.
2. Clauses per T-unit.
:1, Words per clause.
4. Noun clauses per 1 T-units.
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o. Adverb clauses per 100 T-units.
6. Adjective clauses per 100 T-nnits.

13. A single qualitative judgment, based on the factor of ideas,
organization, style, %,ocabulary, and sentence structure,- made
concerning which of two compositions, one experimental and
one control, was superior. ( The superior composition was as-
signed a score of one and the other composition was assigned
a score of zero. The compositions had been matched accord-
ing to the subjects' sex and IQ. )

III, Extraneous.
A. Language )eriences of the subjects outside their English

classes.
13. The two teachers who each taught an exper nent-il and con-

trol class.

Procedures
Selection Experiment Population.. The seventh grl de was

selected as the level on which to conduct this experiment simply be-
cause Mellon chose seventh graders. important design feature of
this experiment was that the experimental group was required to write
out sentences virtually identical to those written out by Mellon's
experimental group. The advantages were obvious; Should the experi-
mental group not achieve the growth hypothesized for It, an interest-
ing question would arise concerning Mellon's study. Mellon elffimed
that his experimental group's growth was the result of the combining
practiee. Although common sense suggests that Mellon was correct,
it is nevertheless possible that it was some unique combination of
transformational grammar and sentence combining that led to the
increase in "syntactic fluency."

If the present study's experimental group were to achieve signif i-
eantly more growth in syntactic maturity than the. growth achieved by
Mellon's experimental group, another equally absorbing question would
arise. Both groups would have experienced similar amounts of "com-
bining" practice which, Mellon claimed, made the difference. How to
account for the differences? Perhaps the grammar studied by Maori's
group, because it was more difficult than Mellon imagined, acted as
an inhibiting agent on the sentenee-combining practice clone by his
students. Equally interesting problems would arise if the experimental
groups in both studios achieved approximately equal increases in syn-
tactic maturity or fluency. This whole question will, of course, be
renamed to when the results of the present study are examined in
the last chapter.
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No claim is being made for the unique suitability for seventh graders
of the sentence-combining practice described im this study, Indeed, it
is the present researcher's opinion that oral sentence-combining prac-
tice could be in the second grade inul, perhaps, in written form
in grade four. While the number of kernels to be embedded, their
vocabulary and comprehension levels, and the cognitive-syntactic ma-
turity of the children would obviously be of paramount importance to
the curriculum writer, the arguments already cited for the attractive-
ness of the present study's sentence-combining practice would appear
to retain their validity, Grammar-free sentenc -combining, capitalizing
on syntactic abilities that students already possess and conducted in
an acceptant atmosphere in which students are the final arbiters of
acceptability, should -prove successful in elementary as well as in
secondary schools.

Sehoolwide scheduling constraint, dictated that the seventh grade
consist of four classes containing respectively seventeen, eighteen,
twenty-four, and twenty-four students tind that two of these classes
meet at the same time. Fortunately, the administration was able to
accomModate a request for all the classes to meet during the first three
periods of the day. Also, the experiment population remained fairly
stable. During the Year only two students left Florida High, one each
from an experimental and control class, and one student entered a
control class in January, halfway through the academic year. NiAturally,
these students' inputs were not included in the final tabulations. The
experiment population thus consisted of a total of eighty-three students.

Schoolwide scheduling constraints also necessitated this researcher's
teaching two of the four seventh grade classes. It would have been
more desirable to have had a teacher other than the present researcher
eonduet these classes. But since this was simply not feasible, it was
decided that Mr. James Barnes, English IDepartment head at Florida
High School, would take the larger of the experimental classes (24)
and the smaller control class (18), while this researcher would take
the smaller experimental class (17) and the larger control class (24),
In this manner the teacher-treatment inflininee was controlled to some
extent,

Control of Otawide Language Experie- There was no practical
way to control for the language experiences of 4zhe subjects outside their
English classes. However, conversations with their social studies and
selenee teachers in particular made it clear that, as might he expected,
the students as a whole were given roughly equivalent writing and
discussion assignments both in school and at home. An impoilant and
highly structured part of the subjects' English course was an almost
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oven ,hehning emphasis on the importance of free reading. Studentswere encouraged to read as much as possible at home zuld were givenapproximately one day per week of in-class time in which to read hooksthey themselves had chosen. The number of books read by studentswas highly gratifying, but thert! was no evidence of an appreciabledifference in the number read by experimental or control classes.
Although stringent efforts were made to ensure that the subjects weregiven identical writing assignments in their composition and literatureclasses, there was no way to directly control their extracurricular
writing experiences. However, random assignment of subjects to the
respective treatments, for which a book of random numbers was used,presumably would control for such extraneous factors.

The Treatntenty. In the spring of 1969 the English lDepartment atFlorida High decided to concentrate heavily on reading instruction inthe seventh grade and to spend about one-third of the year on theteaching of reading skills and free. reading, which entailed allowingstudents to road a book of their choice in class for an hour at leastonce per week. In addition, it was decided that two short units inliterature would also be presented, as would units hi composition,
dramatics, library skills, and language study.

When permission was later granted for the present study to be con -ducted, plans had to-be made to accommodate! both an experimentaland a control treatment. Since there were excellent curricular reasons
_for retaining the spring" plan and no design problems requiring thatplans alteration, it was decidecl that the. control group would studythe units already outlined, The experimental treatment would consistcif shortened versions of each of the units mentioned, as well as theunit on sentence-combining practice, For example, in examining the=riucept of fiction, both groups read and discussed a number of shortstories. While the control group worked with live short stories, theexperimental group studied just three.

The control group did not study any kind of grammar because pre-vious research, including tic llon's own study, suggested that the sys-tematic teaching of for grammar, as Neil Postman (1967) so aptly,put it, "does very little or nothing or harm to students . , ." (p. 1162).One of the outstanding observations in the Mallon study (1969) wasthat the practice sentences Awned by his control group in their studyof formal grammar

represented immature types which junior high school compositionteachers rightly exhort their students to avoid, although the experi-menter finds without exception that all widely used seventh grade textsare limited to these puerile sentence (p: 38). [These stu-
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dents] experience and perhaps emulate st nt eneeS far below their a
tamed level of syntactic fluency. p. 30)

Therefore, because of what Mellon calls d "their manifest undesira-
bility," these sentences and the grammar study that requires them were
systematically excluded from the control treatment.

The literature units studied by the control group concentrated on
literary forms"fiction, with a heavy emphasis on the short story;
nonfiction, stressing biography; and poetry, with an accent modern
works. The texts for these units were the following:

Ades r Readers Book 1, by Elizabeth C. O'Daly and Eghcrt W.
Nieman (New _York: I larcourt 13r ace )ovanovich, 1958) ;

RobeVanguard, by it C. Pooley, Virginia Belle Lowers, F rances NIag-
danz, an d Olive S. Niles (Glenview, Scott, Foreman and Co.,
1967);

Perspectives, by Robert C. Pooley, Alfred IL Grumman Prances NIzig-
danz, Elsie Katlejohn, and Olive S. Niles (Glenview, III.: Scott,
Foresinan and Co., 1963); and

Reflections cm a Gift of Watermelon Pickle, and Other Aloclera Verse,
by Stephen Dunning, Edwind LuCC121No and Ihigh e.Srlrith (Cletwiew9
Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1966).

The control group's dramatics unit consisted of individual and small
group improvisations, and the selection, rehearsal, and presentation

r

of student written and protessionally written plays of proven popu-
larity_ with seventh graders. Everyone wrote a short play. The best
play; in each group was chosen by the group who set about rewriting,
polishing, and finally presenting it to the rest of the class. Although
the literary and aesthetic quality of the student plays was, to say the
least, uneven, the students obviously had fun.

The reading course began with a heavy, four-week concentrated
dosage in September and continued sporadically throughout the year.
Students worked on an individualized basis at their own speed on a
large varlet)/ of materials. Materials were provided for eVery reading
level from second grade through college. Those consisted of:

SBA Reading Laboratory Ilia, by Don IL Parker (
Research Associates, 1964);

General 1114I Beading for Ulu/erste:riding, by Thelmi
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1969);

The illarmillan Reading Spectrum, (New York: The
.1965) ;

Reading Skill Bail& ra nt- Ile N.Y.: Header`:
1960);

The Literature Sampler: Secondary Edition, by Rita
sago: Learning Materials, 1.962); and

C icago: Science

GN vinir ThUrNtolle

;Ann-

Dig,est Services,

IcLaughlin (Chi-
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An extensive classroom library of approsimately one thousand paper-
back books covering grades 3 through 12.

The "free reading.' dimension of the reading course was regarded as
much more important than its skill:building counterpart.

Students were both required and enconraged to read as much as
possible both in class and at home. A "points" system that this re-
searcher had used for five or six years in previous schools was insti-
tuted, A certain number of points were given for each book read by
the student who reported on a three-by-five card. The points were
allocated according to the number of pages, the size of the print, and
the reading ability of the student. Because an able student might be
given only three points for a book that a less talented colleague had
been given five points for, both students would have to work at close
to capacity to satisfy the stipulated minimum requirement. Extra credit
was of course given to students who surpassed this minimum. The
physical proximity of the books, the provision of free in-elass time for
reading, and constant book sharing experiences on a formal and
informal basis with large and small groups all combined to create a
highly satisfl.tctory unit, according to an unsigned class-wide evaluation
of that unit conducted in June.

The control group's language study unit consisted of teacher-made
study sheets and exercises on vocabulary study, dictionary skills,
punctuation, capitalization, and usage, Spelling was not taught sys-
tematically but was attended to on an individual basis in the students'
work in composition.

The control group's composition course was divided into two sep-
arate sections. The first consisted of "journal" writing. Students were
required to write two pages per week as a minimum with a maximum
of four pages. It had been our experience with the majority of seventh
graders in previous years that they found writing a burdensome dame,
The journal writing was designed first of all to get them to write
anything at all, Writing is, among other things, i physical act, and,
as with most physical acts, practice is a necessary step on the road
toward competency, Students were encouraged to write about them-
selves, about their hopes and aspirations, thch doubts, their frailties,
their pet hates, their favorite singers, their parents, their friends:
anything and everything that: pertained to their lives. Worthwhile
writing usually sterns from sincerity and commitment and relevance.
Their teachers -ceased to be "English" teachers and, instead, tried to
be sympathetic "listener-readers," Students wrote only on right hand
pages so that their teachers could respond and react on the left hand
pages. Handwriting had to be legiblebarely. Spelling was largely
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ignored along with punctuation and either mechanical considerations.
The focus was unremittingly on content. Students were encouraged to
complain if their teachers didn't respond in writing enough. Of course,
all the communications in the journal were held in the strictest con-.
fidence. A student could fill his two pages and then, if he so desired,
forbid his teacher to read them by labeling the first page "DO NOT
READ" and by putting a line through both pages, bottom left to
top right. Although very few studenu had recourse to the "DO NOT
READ" comnrind they obviously liked the iclea that they could. We
felt this was an excellent writing unit; so did the students.

These same students were not so enchanted by the second half of
the composition unit, in which prewriting was stressed. Ideas, organi.7
nation- style, inechanirs, and spelling were discussed and graded for;.
Students \yens given an opportunity to write narrations, descriptions,
and expositions. They were unimpressed, "Why can't we write journals?
That was fun."

The experimental group was exposed to all of the units described
here. Their units were simply shorter. TheN,, worked on fewer exercises
in their language study and reitd only (rile biography instead of the
two read by their control counterparts. Their reading course was
shorter, as were their literature units. In dramatics they had less time
to work On their plays and presented only one play on stage, They
were given less instruction in composition. Howevc,,r, they wrote
exactly the same number of compositions as the control group, and
they wrote an identical number of assignments in their literature study.

The experimental group worked on nineteen lessons whicA:taught
sentence-combining techniques and provided: abundant priteti0,!..
sentence combining. The text was called Sentence Combining and-von-
tallied 111 pages of text and exercises. The students were directed,
workbook fashion, to write all the required exercises directly on the
pages of the text. The students used ring binders to keep the lessons
distributed to them during the year. The ring binders were kept in the
classroom so that they could he chocked. When homework was as-
signed, the students took home only the relevant lesson sheets.

A deliberate attempt was niade to keep the text as brief ax p ssible,
Explaruttions of partienliir sentence-combining techniques and
tractive examples seldom went beyond half a page. The students rarely
needed help with aims of the lessons. Working with the actual sentence-
combining problems consistently removed any difficulties encountered.,
by the students.

The itence=comhinhig treatment lasted an average of one hour and
a quarter per week in class, and the students spent about half an
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hour per week on related hoiiie.vork assignments. These weekly totals
are averages because sentence combining was interspersed with what=
ever other units were being taught. Students who completed their sen-
tence-combining assignments early were also encouraged to read'their
novels in class. The students obviously enjoyed free reading, and this
helped to keep the sentence_ combining interesting by association.

The first part of the sentence-combining text gave students practice
in writing out simple sentences by matching separated subjects and
predicates. (It is important to remember that although these proce-
dures arc being described for the reader in grammatical terms, such
terms were never used in the lessons.) Then the students were given
practice with the addition of adverbial phrases to sentences. This was
followed by a series of short lessons giving students practice in con-
verting sentences to negatives, questions, and passives. Here are a few
examples which instructed the students to use a variety of the corik-
Wiling signals they had learned. Where appropriate, the desired answer
is written out as sentence B.

A. The rattler (HOW) slithered (WHERE), bit the sleeping Intlry
(W1- IEI1E), and (HOW) disappeared.

Instructions: In the folly wing exercise write out as many sentences as
you can, using all of the information.
A. My car broke down.

My car broke down during the winter.
Nly car broke down every Monday morning.
Nly car broke down at five o'clock.

A. Some telephones are nearby. (THERE=1NS ± NEC: + ES)
IL Aren't there tiny telephones nearby?
A. Those dirty marks will fade away for some reason. (NEG

QUES )
II. Why won't those' marks fade away?

The second part of the sentence-combining text required students to
master single=einbedding problems. For example:

A. Peter noticed SON! ETH I NG.
There were nine golf balls in the river. (THAT)

B. Peter noticed that there were nine golf balls in the river.

Lesson Thirteen presented a particularly difficult problem for this
researcher, What combining signal would, in non-grammatical terms,
enable students to convert an adverb to an adjective and change its
position in the transformed sentence? For example, how to get stu-
dents to change "The child shivered violently" to either "The child's
violent shivering ." or "The violent shivering of the child so that
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either could be inserted in another sentence? The solution was so ob-
vi _us that it eluded this researcher for a long time. Almost (were ad-
verb, when changed to an adjective, drops 1r/. Therefore., the parentheti-
cal command (DA) was called "LY with the cross through it" in the
lessons. The student followed the (1;r2t) command and positioned the
neW word according to where it appeared in parentheses, For example,

A. The child shivered violently ('S + 1 + INC))
B. The 4:Fuld's violent shivering.

A. The child shivered violently (t-t + + OF)
B. The violent shivering of the child.

The single-embeddinit problems were followed by multiple-embed-
ding- problems that required the students to transform and embed
two, three, four, or more kernel sentences into a single sentence. For
example:

A. SONIETHINC should tell you SON-1E1111NC.
14)1111 has not called in live clays. (THE FACT Ti AT)
"i'ou arc not going SteildV alpernOre, (TILA,T)

B.. The, fact that 1c)1111 has not called in live days should tell t9 1 that
von are not going steady anymore.

Illustrative sentence-combioing problems can be found in Appendix A.-The present researcher did not perform an actual count of the dif-
fererat forms of practice exercises because his exercises were virtually
identical to those of Mellon, who performed that very laborious count.
Nleilon stated that the 904 kernel sentences used in the sentence-com-
bining problems were presented in such a way that their proportions
NN'ould he approNimately equal to the proportions of transform types
found in normal eighth grade writing. NIIlon's 602 exercises consisted
of 12:3 pretransformational basic sentences, 1:30 simple transformations,

separate complex transformations and 281 sentencecombining prob-
lems, vith 98 single-embeddikw. problems and 18:3 multiple-embedding
problems. Generally speaking, then, the present study exposed its
CVerimcntal students to it roughly equivalent number of problems.

.r_e important and perhaps crucial dimension of the experimental
treatment was the nature of the classroom activities and the atmosphere
in winch the Cuilthitiing practice was conducted. Historically, usage and
grilniiriar drills have been negatively oriented, concentrating- on errors
instead of building onfi :once, Students icorned to think in terms of
-red ink" teacher comments. Especially at the beginning of this study,
there was almost no concern at all with error. A student who perhaps
had produced a good English sentence but not the one desired in the
exercise was rewarded with an approving smile or nod. "That's a good
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sentence, Jo] -1` similar comment always accompanied the teach-
the exorcise error. Most of the students needed a feeling

surance, a sense of predictable success when they were faced
with a sentence-manipulation problem.

the' first few lessons the teacher was the center of the activities.
But.not for long. Since students who depend exclusively on the teacher
to decide whether a sentence is acceptable or not are unlikely to devel-
op confidence necessary for success in sentence combining, it was
decided to structure the teacher out of the remaining lessons. The
teacher deliberately sat down when the classes were going over their
sentences. If a student read out a sentence to which any member of
the class objected, the class as a whole decided by a show of hands
whether they agreed or disagreed with the complaint. Students dis-
cussed the issues raised and students decided on a sentence's suitability.
Only if there was no clear majority did the teacher step in with a hint
or two. Indeed, if the majority decided that a particular sentence was
acceptable and the teacher did not agree, it was decided to let the
majority vote carry the day. One questionable sentence \vas of little
importance when compared to the evident satisfaction the students
derived from overruling their teacher. Producing sentences that were
intellectually satisfying raid grammatically correct most of the time
gave the students the desired confidence and a positive attitude towards
sentence production.

In addition to writing out every sentence, the students practiced
choral readings of approximately one-third of the completed sentences,
This was usually performed in a very relaxed atmosphere where a
reasonable aulount of student clowning was not frowned upon. Some..
tones the exercises were gone over in small groups whose population
was constantly changed. Often students volunteered to run the lesson
and supervise any diSclISSiOnS. Generally speaking, a variety of tem-
ingtleS was consciously and very deliberately used to keep the exercises
interesting. The length of the lessons ranged from ten to forty minutes:
When the exciting dramatics unit began in January, the students
seemed reluctant to get back to the combining exercises, claiming that
they were too busy with then free reading, which was beginning to
catch on then, and their play acting and writing. The teachers decided
to postpone the sentence combining until the first week in February.
This was r wise decision, for the students returned to it with a
revived interest and enthusiasm that thew never main h)st.

Strenuous efforts were made to expose both the (.Nperimental and
control classes in the experiment to the same kind and variety of class-.
room procedures. Tin' experimenter discussed strategies with Mr.
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13arnes on it systei 'kb basis, and both teachers visited each
other's esperimntal and control classes periodically ihougliout the

ear.

\Iensuremeiit

Ability. The students ability was measured by the California Test of
Mental Maturity (ly scores, mean 100, SD 16) and bs- their score on
words per `I' -unit calculated from the first ten T-units iii cad' of the five
pre-treatment compositions that they \voile.

Syntactic Maturity. Iii order to measure the sviitact le maturity of the
subjects' free wi iting. it was necessary to obtain a representative sample
of that writing. Studies have shown that a writer's performance Cati
VLIA because of day-to-day fluctuations rend because of the mode of
discourse: i<incaid ( 1953) discovered that at least with college fresh-
inciL the dav-to-dav writing performance of
eiallv that of better writers. Anderson (1960) found that 71 percent of
the fifty- fist' eighth grade students he esaininecl on eight different oc-
casions "showed evidence of composition fluctuatio»- and concluded
that a writer variable must be taken into account when rating com-
positions for research purposes. Frogner (1933), Seegers (1933), and
Hunt (1964) have shown that a writer's sentence structure' is affected
by the mode of discourse he is usingargumentation, exposition, nar'r'a-
tion,non. or description. Clearly. then, the topic and mode of discourse
should be varied.

There have been 110 definitive studies clone on ideal sample size.
(_ hotlas (1944) discovered that 1000-word samples written by junior
high school students were as reliable as 3000-word samples. Anderson
(1937) showed that the 1.50-word samples used 1w LaBrant were mi-
l-di:Ode and suggested samphs several times larger. O'Donnell ;Ind
Iluiit ( 1970), used a 300-word sample for the writing of fourth (graders.
Using a method 0.1)onnell and limit's, the present research-
er sampled 10 percent of the pre-test compositions of his experiment
popolatioir Words per the most sensitive measure of syntactic
maturity in sehool WaS used to determine a reliable sample
size. It was discovered that a sample just over 400 words in length was
as reliable an indicator of average T-unit length as was a 1000-word
sample. Since Bones eighth grade students wrote T- tiiiits approximate-
ly 11 words in length, it was decided to collect per-student samples
fifty T-units in length of pre- and post-treatment writing. Hopefully
this would result in samples approximately 500 words in length.

Since it was desirable that the students' compositions represent their
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own writing ability, all of the compositions at pre and post- tests were
written in class under teacher supervision, thus eliminating potential
help from parents or friends. distributed the printed topic
sheets and read aloud the information contained in them while IV the

students read them silently. All of the students were supplied with
lined legal-size paper. No attempt was made to influence the students
to adopt an unnatural writing style, nor were they told that their
sentence structure would be singled out for analysis. Indeed, they
were never told that this was an experiment. The topic sheets were
headed -7th Grade, Composition Evaluation,- In October the studel;ts
were told that these compositions vonld be examined to help their
teachers plan a composition program based on their particular needs.
They were not told that they would be examined again in Mae,. The
post.test compositions were presented as an evaluation instrumrnt to

see how much they had improved their writing ability since the start
of the school year, The students were encouraged to write rough
drafts and to revise their sentences in illy way they thought fit. The
compositions were written clueing the first two weeks in October and
the last two weeks in May.

The students in Mellon's experiment wrote' nine pre- and post-test
compositions. While a variety of modes of discourse was -able, it

was thought that this was an excessive amount of writing considering
the fact that it was conducted in an environment where no composition
instruction took place, Saint' students might have asked themselves
how the teacher could grade nine compositions for each student right
at the end of school, This researcher rather arbitrarily decided that five
compositions were as many as the students would tolerate and therefore
five topics were devised in consultation with Mr, Barnes. Following
Mellon's methodology, each topic was represented in parallel A and B
forms. Students who received one of these forms in October were given
the other form in \ lay. To avoid .any systematic bias, half of one class

were given the A form, the other half the B form. The process
wars reversed at the post test so that half of both the experimental and
control groups were writing on the same topics at any given time, The
topics ranged over the three modes of discoursenarration, descrip-
tion, and exposition. Forms A and B of the five topics call be found in
Appendix C exactly as they were given to the students.

The student writing was segmented and anahr-Led by the experi-
menter. The first ten T-uuits from each of a student's five compositions
comprised the sample of fifty per student per test.

The following are the rules used to segment each student's writing
into T-units: one main clause plus any subordinate clause or nonclausal
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structure that was attached to dcd in it eon ted as one T-
unit: Fragments which resulted from thetine omission of a word counted
as a T-unit. The experimenter suppl d the missing worl. Other frag-
ments were discarded. Unintelligible strings of words. referred to by
Hunt (1965, p. 6) and O'Donnell et al. (1987, p. :39) as "garbles,
were discarded.

A very real difficulty arose when directly quoted discourse intro-
duced by such an expression as 'Hu said .vas encountered. Mellon
discarded the speaker tag." This experimenter was unhappy with such
a procedure because it soon became difficult to define the expression
"speaker tag," There is no great loss when an expression like "fie said"
is discarded. But what about the following example encountered in the
analysis: -Clutching the knife tightly in his bleeding hand, Joe pain-
fully crawled towards the opening and said, 'I surrender.'" Exactly
what is the speaker tag; here? Technically speaking, it would include
every word from "Clutching" to "said." Surely this is not a two word
T-unit with a sixteen-word speaker tag discarded!

Hunt stated that "there is sonic reason, then, to tabulate direct dis-
course along with noun clauses.' ( 196'5, p. 75). It would be easy to

vine directly quoted discourse consisting of a dozen sentences.
Counting all of them as noun clauses would also be unsatisfactory. A
compromise was reached by counting the first expression after "He
said" as a direct object, because it seemed to satisfy the minimally
terminable requirement for a T-unit. For example, the following dis-
course

Marsha said, "I really like you, John. Howe\ er, ence's father is a
millionaire and I like the idea of Palm Beach."

have been segmented into three T-unitsbetween "John" and
ver, and between "millionaire" and -and." The advantage of

such a procedure was that it retained as much of the student's original
writing as possible.

Mellon counted clauses of condition, concession, reason, and purpose
as separate I.-units because he believed that logical conjunctions be-
have munch like coordinate conjunctions. In .addition, he discarded
clauses with repeating predicate phrases because he claimed they were
elliptic:Li and therefore vacuous. This experimenter -remained uncon=
vinced by Mellon's reasoning in either case and, therefore, retained
Hunt and O'Donnell's simpler and more convincing methodology.

If a student failed to produce ten T-units in any composition, the
shortage wins made up by segmenting extra T-units written in his
other compositions. Since the compositions were numbered from one
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to five, the search for "extra" T-units always began with the first com-
position and proceeded until the shortages were eliminated. A few
students failed to produce the required fifty T-units. It was not felt
that this shortage compromised the adequacy of the sample because all
of the computations were either converted to a base of one hundred
T-units or expressed as a ratio of a certain number of words per `1' -unit
or per clause.

In this experiment the six factors of syntactic maturity were aleu=
lated in the following manner:

Words per 7%unit. This figure was obtained by dividing the number
of words by the number of T-units. Compound nouns written as one
word counted as One word. Compound nouns written as bvo words and
hyphenated word pairs counted as two words. Phrasal proper names
counted as one word. Dates like June 21 or hilii 2 counted as two
words. Contractions such as e'd or shouldn't counted as two words.

Manses per T-unit. This figure was obtained by dividing the number
of subordinate and main clauses by the number of ni[in clauses.

Words per clause. This figure was obtained by dividing the number
of words by the number of subordinate and main clauses.

Noun clauses per 100 T-unite, adverb clauses per 100 T=units, and
adjective clauses per 100 1`- units. These figures were obtained by divid-
ing the total number of each type of clause by the number of T-units,
quotient times 100.

The T-unit segmentation and the frequency counts were performed
by this experimenter, who conducted a systematic series of spot checks
and also rechecked every T-unit longer than fifteen words.

Writing Quality. An evaluation of the, general quality of the compo-
sitions written by the experiment sample was clearly desirable. But
several problems presented themselves. This researcher had neither
the time nor the resources to arrange for the evaluation of all the
compositions written. A further difficulty was the notorious unreliability
Of composition ratings. And there was also the problem of securing the
services of a sufficient number of experienced evaluators for a satisfac=
tory length of time to do the job properly.

With these problems very much in mind, it was decided that the
system of forced choices haween matched pairs of compositions would
be utilized. Members of the control group were listed and numbered
in ascending order of 19 for both boys and girls. A similar list was
compiled for the experimental group: A subject was randomly chosen
from the control group and a subject of the same sex and approximately
equal IQ ( within three or four I9 points) was chosen from the experi-
mental group to make up a matched pair. Thirty matched pairs of sub-
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jects, comprisill, sixty compositions in all, were secured in this fashion.
Although the students had written five pre- and post-treatment com-

positions, it was decided that only the post-treatment compositions
would he evaluated since we were primarily interested in the two
groups- post treatment writing ability. '11w most typical writing taught
in seventh grade and the modes of discourse which seventh graders
are apparently happiest with are narration and description. Therefore.
Composition I, a narration, and Composition 2, a description, were
chosen as the compositions to be evaluated. The matched pairs of
subjects were then divided into high and low according to IQ and
assigned in balanced form to achieve approximately equal numbers of
the same sex and ability level, fifteen to each of the two compositions.

For the purposes of the present experiment the system of forced
choices of matched pairs had several advantages over a rating scale, It
enabled a direct one-to-one comparison to be made of the experimental
and control group's-writing, which was of course the major purpose of
the evaluation. It had the further advantage of being very easy to ad-
minister. Also, the evaluator's task was made much simpler_ was
no need for him to read a decent sample of all the compositions hefore
deciding what precisely a :3, for example, meant in a 1-to-,5 rating scale.
I IC tiek10111 needed to read a composition more than once. And he had
only to decide which composition was, in his opinion, better than its
partner. This could be accomplished rapidly and efficiently, Braddock
(1963) warned that "fatigue may lead raters to become severe, lenient
or erratic in their evaluations . . ( p. Since all eight evaluators
easily completed the task within One hour, the fatigue question never
arose. The evaluators were eight experienced English teachers who
were attending Florida State University during the summer in 1970.
All of the teachers volunteered for the project. Table 2 gives a brief
idea of the length and type of their ft. :Aching experience. The average
teaching experience of these five females and three males was just over
six years. Of course, these evaluators had no knowledge of the nature of
the present experiment. They Were simply told to make a single judg-
ment on the overall quality of the compositions in each pair, basing
their decision on ideas, organization, style, vocabulary, and sentence
structure.

Since the evaluators met during the same morning in one classroom,
the experimenter was able to explain the procedures and answer any
questions that arose, thus satisfying Braddock's stipulation that "It
seems highly desirable to have all the raters working in the same or
:adjoining offices, where an investigator can be present and . insure
that everything runs smoothly" (1963, p. 11).
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Table 2
Auatleinic Degrees livid or in Progress and

Prior Experience of Teacher=Evaluators

51

Teacher Sex
Degree

Held
Degree in
Progress .

Grades
Taught

Years a1
Teaching

Experience__________

1

_____=___

NI

= _____________________

M_Ed, Ph.D., Eng. Ed,
__

7-12 16
2 F B.S. M.A. 10 1
:3 ' B.A. M.S. 8-11 5

Ni Advanced M.A. 9-12 5
F B.A. M.A. 10,12
F B,A. M.S. 1l 7
M MEd. MEd. 10.12 t

S F Advanced M.A. 1-3,7-12 20
-

Both Stalnaker (19:34 ) and Buxton ( 1955 ) claimed that rater train-
ing helps rater reliability. Bustin sliggested that graders should review
together a composition they have just rated to insure a common inter-
pretation of their criteria. Braddock ( 19(33) remarked on the frequency
with which rater training is reported in studies which report high re-
liabilities ( p. 14). Therefore, during an initial practice period the eval-
uators were given two matched pairs of compositions, one pair exempli-
fying very good seventh grade writing and the other, the contrary. On
the blackboard, from left to right. were written ideas, organization,
Ntyle, uocabulani, and .sentence structure. After each item was discussed
in torn, the evaluators were asked to choose the composition they
preferred, basing their judgments (slimily on all five factors. They were
to indicate their preference hr making a large check it the top of the
preferred composition. Then there ensued a discussion of the relative
merits of each of the paired compositions to establish some sort of
oeneral ;too-cement concerning the five criterion factors. These five Lie-n
tors were left on the blackboard, and the evaluators were encouraged
to glance_ there occasionally to ensure that they were taking all live
into consideration in their judgments.

This study was interested in the students' writing ability and not at
all in their spelling, punctuation, or handwriting talents. lo order to
eliminate the possible effects of these extraneous factors on the evalua-
tors. judgments, the thirty pairs of compositions were typewritten so
that spelling and punctuation could be corrected. The corrections were
made by a secretary at the University School. While fully aware that

urse can be punctuated in different ways that could possibly af-
fect meaning. this researcher was satisfied that no bias was introduced
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because all the punctuation and spelling changes were made by one
person who was never aware of the group to which a particular
composition belonged. In support of this position, Braddock stated that

Even though riners are icrlue Led to consider in their cc:duations such
attributes as content and organization, they may permit their impres-
sions of the grammar and mechanics of the compositions to create a
halo effect which suffuses their general reactions. (A converse empha-
sis, of coorse, cart just as easily create the halo.) (1963, p. 14)

A similar halo effect was reported both by Starring (1952) and by
Diedrich, French. and Carlton (1961 ). Braddock, in a discussion of
the factors that contribute to niakin a good composition. argued that

However import:nit accurate spelling may be in the clarity and social
iteceptability of composition, minty of the factors of good spelling do
not seem to he eteselv involved \vat] the factors of good compositioo,
(19(33, pp. -19-50)

Thus there was ample justification both for typing the comprisitirn ns and
for eliminating am. spelling and punctuation errors.

It was desirable to keep the evaluators in total ignorance of the
group to which a particular composition belonged. This was achieved
by using a complicated coding system that tbe evaluators could not
possibly be expected to breakAlthough the composition pairs were
each given a different number between one and thirty and were each
stapled together, no two evaluators received their thirty pairs in the
same order. Great care was taken to randomize the order, and the
evaluators were instructed to ignore the order and simply to judge each
pair according to the five criterion factors. In addition, the evaluators
were instructed hi put each stapled pair on the vacant desk beside them
as soon as the preferred composition had been checked. This was
designed to discourage the evaluators fi.orn imagining they had cliff=
covered a patterned sequence.

To enhance the reliability of their judgments, the evaluators were
encouraged to read the compositions rapidly, according to the tech-
nique reported by Noyes (1963) for the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board.



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Assessment of Syntactic Maturity
Before the first hypothesis could be tested it was considered de-Nimble to find answers to two questions: (1) Was there any evidenceto indicate that the randomization procedures had not succeeded inequating the groups on the criterion measures? and ( 2) flad statistical-ly significant growth occurred in the syntactic maturity scores of thecontrol and experimental groups when analyzed separately?To answer the first question, the pre-treatment mean scores on thesix factors of syntactic maturity Wen` compared by t-tests for twoindependent samples assuming unequal variances as described bYDixon and NIRSSeV (1960, p. 119), The results of these analyses, shownin Table :3, nalicatcd that there were no significatit differences betweenthe groups, substantiating the assumption of equivalence of groups asa result of randomization.

Table 3
Comparison or Pre-treatment Mean Scores On theSix letors of Syntactic Maturity: Expentoental :Ind Control Groups

Experimental
N ------ 41)

Control
(N ---.=-= 42)

Factors Mean SD Mean SD t-value ill
Words TA_Tnit 9.63 1,42 9.69 1.43 .17(NS) Si
Clauses T-Unit L30 ,15 1.37 .15 - .42(NS) 131Words Clause 7,00 ,09 7.05 .74 .06(NS) SiNoun Clauses
10(1 T.LTnits 13,76 8,55 13.67 7.94 .05(N8) 80
Adverb Clatises;'
100 T-Units 14.34 0.37 .14.24 9-1, .07(NS) 78
Adjective Clauses:
100 T-Units 7.90 5,40 9.09 5.41 1.16(NS) Si
(test for two independent satopks assuming unequal titriarices.NSnot signiikant.

53
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Table 4
;Won Pre-Post Change Scores on the Six

Factors cif Syntactic Maturity: Control Group

Factors Pre Post Change SD t-value
Words T-Unit 0,60 0.06 .07 1.27 1.37(NS)
Clauses "1-Unit 1,37 1.41 .04 .17 1.52(NS)

Worck Clause 7.05 7,03 - 02 .76 -.20(NS)
Noun Clauses
10(1 T-Units 13.67 15,85 2,18 9.57 ,30(NS)

Adverb Clauses
100 'F-Units 14.24 15.5 1.26 0.03 .813(NS)

Adjective Clauses
T-Units 9.29 10.16 ,88 7.67 74(\ 5)

t 2.021, st,Anificant at the .05 level with :10 df.
NS-not significant.

Table 5
Nieto) Pre-Post Change Scores on the Six Factors

of Syntactic Maturity: Experimental Group

Factors Pre Post Change SD (-value
Words T-unit 9.63 15.75 6,12 Q.50 15.68'"
Clanses/T-Unit 1.36 1.84 .48- .28 11,07'
NVorcls Clause 7.06 8.55 1.49 .94 10.17'
Noun Clauses."
100 13,76 23.55. 9.80 13.5 4.64°*''
Adverb Clauses,'
100 T-Units 14.34 29.01 14,67 12.3 7.66"
Adjective Clauses/
100 T-Units 7.00 31.61 23.71 14.9 10.21'

°-significant nt or beyond the .001 level.
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To determine whether statistic ally significant growth had occurred in
the control and experimental groups \vino examined separately, mean
change scores, obtained by subtracting the pre- from the post treatment
mean scores, went analyzed by t-tests for correlated measures: The re-
sults of the imalvses of the control group's prepost change scores are ,

shown in Table 4. Although five of the six factors of syntactic maturity
showed evidence of increase, this growth was not statistically signifi-
cant, substantiating Hunts assertion that syntactic maturity develops
with glacial slowness and is difficult to detect from one year to the
next. The control group then would appear to have experienced normal
growth in syntactic maturity.

The results of the analyses of the experimental groups mean prepost
chaligc scores, shown in Table 5, indicated that highly significant
growth had taken place on all six Factors of syntactic maturity. The
experimental groups mean prepost change score of 6,12 words per
T-unit was approximately five times the statistically significant increase
reported for Nlellon's experimental group. After the treatment Mellon's
experimental group wrote oil the average 11,25 words per T-unit,
which was, according to the data shown in Table 1, typical of the writ-.
Mg of the ayentge eighth grader in Hunt's study, The present study's
experimental grotip wrote 15.75 words per T-unit, considerably more
than the 14.4 words per T-unit reported by Hunt for the average
twelfth grader,

There was therefore no evidence to indicate that randomization had
not succeeded, In addition, only the experimental group showed sta-
tistically significant increases on the six factors of syntactic: maturity.

The next step in the analysis of data \vas to test the first hypothesis,
that the experimental group, which was exposed to the sentence-com-
bining practice, would score significantly higher on the six factors of
syntactic maturity than the control group, which was not exposed to
the sentence-combining practice.

The post-treatment mean scores for the experimental and control
groups on the six factors of syntactic: maturity were compared by t-
tests for two independent samples assuming unequal variances. Table
6' shows the results of these comparisons. It is evident from an exam-
ination of the t-values in Table 6 that the experimental group had
established a highly significant superiority, at the .001 level of confi-
dence, over the control group on all six factors. Since limit (1964, 1965)
and O'Donnell, et al. (1967) have demonstrated that words per T-
una is the most reliable single index of syntactic maturity, it is in-
teresting to note that words per T-unit yielded the highest t-valuc of
all six of the factors.
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Table fi
Compai of Post-treatment Mean Scores
on the Six Factors of Syntactic Maturity:

Experimental and Control Croups

Factors

Experimental
(N 41)

Control
(N 42)

t-value dfMean SD Mean SD

Words 'T-Linit 15.75 3,00 9.90 1.04 62

Clauses/T-Unit 1.84 .27 1:41 .10 8.72**° 64

Words/Clause 8.55 1.02 7.03 .75 7.72* 73

Noun Clauses/
100 T-Units 23.55 11.93 15.85 8.2 3.42 71

Adverb Clauses,/
100 1 -Units 2901 11.15 15.5 7.67 6.41*** 71

Adjective Clauses/
100 T-Units 31.01 15.21 10.16 5.80 8.44*** 51

t-test for two independent samples dicsuming tinerptal N'arianCVN" Significant at or bevond 1110 .001. level.

fable 7
Cotiilj tri:son by Grade Level of the Experimental

Group's Post-treatment Scores on the Six
Factors of Syntactic Maturity and Hunt's

Normative Data

Factors

Hunt's
Normative

Data

Post-treatment
Experiment

Group Grade
Level-Grade 8 Grade 12 Grade 7

A'ords/T-Unit 11,5 14.4 15.75 12+
Clauses/TWolt 1.42 1.08 1.84 12+
Word 'Clause 8.1 8.6 8.55 12

Noun Clauses/
100 T-Units 16. 29, 23.55 12-
Adverb Clauses/
100 T-linits 16. 21, 29,01 12+
Adjective Clauses
100 T-Units 16. 31.61 12+
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Hunt (1965) reported that the average eighth grader wrote 11.5
words per T-imit, 1.42 clauses per T-unit, and 8.1 words per clause (p.
56). Hunt also reported that the average eighth grader wrote 16 noun,
16 adverb, and 9 adjective clauses per 100 T-units (1965, pp. 8941).
When these figures are compared with the post-treatment scores inTable 6, it is evident that the present study's experimental group wrote
well beyond the syntactic maturity level typical of eighth graders.

To obtain sonic idea of the magnitude of the experimental group's
growth on the six factors of syntactic maturity, the scores were com-
pared, in Table 7, with the normative data reported by Hunt (1965)for eighth and twelfth graders. Table 7 also indicates by means of
plus and minus signs the approximate grade level for syntactic maturityachieved by these seventh graders. Not only xvere the experimental
group's mean post-treatment scores significantly greater than those of
the control group, they WVFC also distinctly greater than the norms re-
ported by Hunt for eighth graders and at least similar to, and on four
occasions superior to, Hunts norms for twelfth graders, On only onefactor, noun clauses per 100 Tr-units, were these seventh graders' aver-
age .si:ores below those reported for twelfth graders.

Table 8 presents further evidence to support the assertion that the
experimental group achieved significantly greater growth in syntactic
maturity than that achieved by the control group. This table comparedthe prepost change scores of the experimental and control groups by
t-tests for two independent samples assuming unequal variances. Com-
parison of the change sctores for words per Tunit yielded the highest
t-value. Comparison with the change scores reported by Mellon (1969,
p. 52) should serve as a useful indicator of the extent of this growth.
Mellon reported that in mean words per `I'unit his control group had
increased by .26 and his experimental group by 1.27. The change in
words per T-unit of 6,12 reported in Table 8 for the experimental group
was over twenty times greater than that achieved by the present study's
and Mellon's control groups, and approximately five times greater than
the change reported for Mellon's experimental group.

Given the evidence cited above and the design of this study, it was
ieluded that the experimental group achieved significantly more

growth in syntactic maturity than did the control gr. up.
Several secondary questions, however, remained unanswered. It

was considered desirable to determine whether the magnitude of the
treatment effect could he related to the student's sex or ability level
or to the influence of a particular teacher.

Since an important feature of the sentence - combining treatment was
a deliberate attempt to structure the teacher out of the lessons as much
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Tab'c S
Comparison of \lean Pre -Post 13Hk-relict! Scores

on the Six Vactors of Syntactic Maturity:
Expel-in-lent:a and Control Groups

Factors

Experimenba
(1s./-41)

Mean SD

Control

Mean

\\lords T-Unit 0,10 2.50
t-value df

.07 L27 13.40' 59

8.69" 611
Clauses

Voras/Clattse

Noun Clatises-'
1001'-Units

.48 .25

1.49 .94

.04 .17

-.02 .70 8.05' 77

9.80 13.52 2,18 9.57 2.96** 7°
Adverb Clauses/
100 1-Units 1-1.07 12.26 L20 9.93 5.47" 77
Adjective Clauses
100 -r_UnitN 23-71 14.87 .88 7.67 8.70*" 60

t-teNt fur two inaurnilent symples assuming unequal variancvs.
'n-siguificant at or bevona the .01 levc1,

"'-significant at or beyond the .001

Table 9
Comparison of the Mean Post-treatment Scores 1w

Teachers on the Six Factors of Syntactic
Maturity: Control Group

Teacher 1

Factors NIcan SD

Teacher 2

Mean SD t-value elf

Words. TA.) n it 10.00 1.34 9.92 1.86 .17(NS)
Clauses/ T-Unit 1,40 .14 1.42 .17 -----.48(NS) 40
Words/Chuise 7.14 .67 6,95 .80 .86(NS) 39
Noun Clatises/
100 T=Units 16.31 8.55 15.5 8.09 .31(NS) 36
Adverb Clauses/
100 1'.1inits 14.62 (3.64

Adjective, Clauses/
100 T-Units

16.17 8.44 .67(NS) 40

9.15 5,31 10.92 6.24

t-test for ('vu indcpcnaent samples assuming unequal variances.
Teacher 1-Barnes. Teacher 2-011are.
NS-not significant.

.99(N ) 39
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as possibly. it scented unlikely that any comparison of the influence of
the two tvayhyrs ti 1 c I prove to he sinuificant. Tables 9 and 10 con-
firnied this. 'fable 9 compared the control group's mean post-treatment
scores by teacher on the six factors of syntactic maturity. Table 10 did
the same for the experimental group. Analyses of the post-treatment
iman scores indicated nn significant Cliffere 1Ceti between teachers.

Table 10
Comparison of the Mean liost;Treatinent Scolvs by

Teachers on the Six Factors of Syntactic
N1aturity: Experimental Group

Factors

Teach
(N-24)

Mean

er 1

Si)

T,Nicher 2
(N--=17)

Mean Si) t.vr.hie elf

Words T-Unit 1.5.85 2.00 15.01 3.57 .2.4(NS) 2S

Clanses T-Unit L87 .93 1.8 .33 .82(NS) 27

Words Clause 8,16 .91 8.07 1.18 .01(NS)
No1111 CLUSCN
100 "1"-Units 212-1 0.21 25.41 15 08 .77(NS)

Clatises
100 I (hilts 30.03 9.-15 27.56 13.37 .C6(NS) 27

Adjective Clauses'
100 1 -1 lits 35.04 15.71 26.76 13.47 1.81(NS) 3

I it.Nt for two ineivininivikt sanipis
Tcacilur 1-13arneh.
Teaclicr
NSnot significant.

ieclu al varlanc

While teacher nenec had been predictably iiisigiiific.uit, it was
not at all clear whether the treatment effect might depend on the sex
of the students. Table 11 revealed no significant differences on control
post-treatment scores between males and females, and Table 12 re-
vealed the same result for the experimental group_

In Table 1:3 two aspects of the experimental treatment effect were
considered: (1) Was there a relation between the experimental treat-
ment uf fcct as measured by prepost change scores and 19? (2) What

the correlation between post- and pre-test, post-test and 19 scores,
and the combination of pre-test score and IQ versus post-test score?

1. Table 1:3 indicated a significant positive correlation, at the .01
level of significance, between pre--post change scores and 19 for words
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Table 11
Comparison of the Mean Post,treatincnt Scores by

Sex on the Six Factors of Syntactic
- Maturity; Contro! Group

Factors

Void. T-Unit

Male Female
N,21) (1k1--=21)

Mean SI) Mean SI) t nine df

9,83 127 10.08 1,97 -.48(\rs) 34

Clauses T=1,_"nit 1.39 .13

Wurtk Clause
1.44 .18 -.97(NS) 37

7,08 .67 8.98 .83 .41(NS) 38
Noun Clauses
100 13.98 7.21 17.71 8,86 -1.5(NS) 38
Ad Veil) (lanStli.A

1(1(1 15.29 7.41 15.71 8.11 -,18(NS) 40

Adlive (Luse%
IOU r Units 11.75 5.21 10.57 6,55 ---.45(N5) 38-

tro for ty..1111111),Ildrilt :1Yourling varlancvN.\S Niv.iiiiivant.

Table 12
:utaparimin ut the Mean 1'1)st-treatment Scores by

Sex un the Six rat.turs of Sx-iitautit-
Nlaturity: Experimental Croup

ratlor
\VJFd I t1u

T I flit

1.111m,

\

.\ Ink
(N -2)

Mean SI)

15.02 2,117

1.7') .:30

8.38 .8(1

Female
(N 19)

\lean SI)

16.60 2_89

1-value (If

1.72(NS) 38

1.90 .2:1 -1.26rNS) 38

8,75 1,22 1.13(NS) 30

11111 21 13 12,11 26.111 11.53 =1,24(NS) 39
A11%1.111( laipses
1(11) 27.71 I 2.26 30.1 I 9.82 .81(N5 ) :39

Alhe, teke lauses
100 I I MIN 39.10 33.29 11.62 .(7( NS)

101 P64/ Ilidepl'ildUld %111111C% i1,1%111iiing it710111111
\S' hid
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'1' -unit. The correlation was significant at the .05 lee l for clauses
per T-unit and adverb clauses per 100 T-units. This indicated that
pupils with a high 19 tended to have a larger lire' Dust change scorechange
than students with it low 10 the three variables mentioned.

Table 13
C ori'elations Between Pre- and -Post-test Scores

and IQ on the Six Factors of Syntactic
Maturity for the Experimental Group (N===41)

Factors

Correlations Between
,

Post-test 41i1(1 Pre -Post
Change
and IQPre-test

Pre-test
and IQ I IQ

Words :T-1:1M .562° .707" .595"
Clauses T-Unit .107 .456" .435" .325°
\ \'urds Clause .459" .543 .411" .234

Nunn Clauses'
100 T-Units .100 - 1 .112
Adverb Clauses
I00 T-Units .103 .

A ,ijective Cla
100 T-Units .240

1--this is a multiple
°siguilicant at the .05

"significant lit the .01 level.

.369 .333' ri.15

2. "Pablo 13 also presented the correlations between the post-test,
pro-test, and IQ scores, and the multiple correlation, 11, between the
post-test scores and the pro-test and IQ scores. The multiple correla-
tion was significant at the .01 level for the first three variables, The
correlations for the fourth, fifth, and sixth variables tended to he not
significant, indicating iiirgc fitivtimtions in these variables, Therefore
the post-test scores on words per Tunit, clauses pt i T-unit, and words
per clause can l predicted from the pre-test scene c....0(1 19 with multi-
ple correlations of .71, .46, and .54 respectively.

Table:1A can be used to predict post-test scores rrom pre-test scores
and 19. standard errors in the table indicate the acenracv of any
single prediction.
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Table 14
Multiple Regression of Post-Wst Score on 1( mid Pre-test

Score on the Six Fiwtors of Syntactic Maturity:
Experimental Group (N--=-1.1)

Factors A 13i 112

Words '-Unit .101 .862 2.18 .707°
(.028) (.250)

Clauses- T=Unit
_

.0084 .279 .25
(.0031 (.277)

2.00 .023 .5-17
_

\\Toll's C.1;utsc .88
(.011) (.210)

Noun Clauses
100 T-Units .-108 .168 11.8 .078

(.11:3) (.221)

AtIVerb ClittISCS
100'1'-1:nits -6.19 .291 .187 10.7

(.128) (.2(35)

Adicctivo ClatisPs
.311 .-160 1-1.5 .3110

1.150) (.130)

131X1 intercept
't. pretiletecl post-test Neon,

Jo

it- SC41Ie
regIt'SS11111 coellicient for IQ
regri-N,..iim f()r 111V-te5t S(1)1V,

:\ 111111 WI'S Iii P 11 al staadard error.. )1- 1t.e:1-cssiffil
11-antltiple correlation eoefficient.
s----kitititchrd errors of estimate.

"-=-sigailicaet at Ilic .(11 level.

Assessment uf Writing Quality

11('N:t Step in the UllillySiti 01 data ti) test tlic CI liVpOthe-
.sis: that the c.xpetiniental group's compositions N.cnolcl be judged 1)%'
tight (\1)011(.110'd EllgilS11 teachers as significantiv SIII)criOr iii ()vend!
1111111iiV III tilts 101111)()Nitii)IIS Nvritten bv the cnntrni grim!).

Experimenta/ l'erstis Contra/ Flo test this livpothesis,
fifteen narrative and fifteen descriptive eninpusitions \vcre selected
from buth the control and experimental ,groups and paired 1w sex and
level Id l(,) as described in greater detail in Chapter Three. Eight ON-
perioneuil English teachers S.V1'1' end' given the LIM.tv composition
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rs and instrticted to indicate which composition in a pair was better
in erall quality, according to the five criterion factors.

Assuming no difference between the paired compositions, the proba-
bility was ,5 that a teacher would pick a composition written lw one of
the experimental group. Thus 1.31.5 indicated the difference between
the observed proportion of experimental compositions picked by teach-.

er i and the expected proportion. These proportions were tested by the
X2 test. The calculations are summarized in Table 15.

The )e for Teacher 1 in Table 15 was calculated in the following
manner:

EI)2 22 15)-
(3,53

li 1.5

`1' he total x'2 is equal to 42,00 with 8 degrees of freedom and was sig-
nificant at the .001 level. This implied that the proportion 139/240

0,7042 of experimental compositions selected differed significantly
from what would have been expected by chance, that is, P 0.5.
Therefore, the experimental group can he said to have written coin=
positions which \yew judged to be significantly better in overall quality
than tli writtol 1w the control group. Thus, the second major hy-
pothesis was confirmed.

Table 15
minpurisoi Between Number of Experiment:11

C:ompositions Selected and Expected

Teacher

Number of Experimental Contpr ions Iii)''

Selected (0i) Expected WO Ei

15 6.53
20 15 3,33

3 2.1 15 10.80
.1 21 15 .1.80

21 IS -1.80
10 2:13
21 15 -1.80

8 21 15 .1.80

Total 1f111 120 -12.00

Iwo ()titer (r.testions wore cif inte're'st: (1) 1)i(1 the teacher-evaluators
judge narrative an(1 descriptive compositions differently with re-
spect to the experiinental treatment? and ( 2) Did these teacher-evaltta-
tnrs as a group agree in their rating. of these eompeiN i 1 ions?
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Narrative Versus Descriptive Compositions, Tables 16 and 17 illus-
trate the actual choices made bv the eight experienced teacher-evalua-
tors on the thirty pairs of compositions that had been matched by sex
and IQ: Table 16 shows the choices made on the 15 pairs of narration
compositions. Table 17 shows the choices made on the 15 pairs of de-
scription compositions.

Table 16
Experimental or Control Compositions Chosen

by the Eight Experienced Teachers from Fifteen Matched
Pairs of Narration Compositions

Teacher-

Evaluator
cimposition Pair No.

1 n 3 4 5 6 '" 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 X X O X O X X X X X X O X O X
2 X X 0 _X X X\ X X X 0 X 0 X
3 X X 0 X XX XX X XXXOX
4 X X 0 X XX0X0X0X0X
5 X X 0 X X\ X X 0 X( X 0 X
6 0 X 0 X XX XX X XOXX
7 X X O X O X X X X X X O X O X
8 NON X X XOX X X0X0X

X indicates that die teacher preferred the cumposition written by a member of the
experiment al group.
halieates that the teaeh referred the compositi written by a member of the
(A(iiin)] group.

Table 17
Experimental or Control Composition::

Chosen liv the Eight Experienced Teachers from
Fifteen N1111(1((1 Pairs of Description Compositions

TeaeIwr Conmmition Pair No,
Evaluator 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15

XONON XXXXXX \T0 X
9 X 0 0 /X \ () \ \ \ X0X0XX 0 X 0 X X X X X X\ \ \ 0 \ \ \ o \ \ \ \XX X X XOXXOXXX N X X XON
0 X0 X X0 X () () () X 0 XONO X XX X X X X X 0 XU\ X0 X X X 0 X X X X C) X

3
4
5

X incliclites that the teauhr preferred the composition written h a member (if the
experimental group,

0, lialivates III the lire t ed the composition %%Tilton lir 11 member a die
enntrui grimp.
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Calculations similar to those done in the comparison between ex-
perimental and control compositions Nvert clone for the narrative and
descriptive compositions and lcd to a X2 25A17 for the narrative com-
positions and a x2 20.80 for the descriptive eompositions, both of
which were significant at the .01 level. Therefore, the narrative experi-
mental compositions were significantly better than the narrative control
compositions; and, similarly, the descriptive experimental compositions
\yew significantly better than the descriptive control compositions.

The second aspect of the comparison between the narrative and
descriptive compositions was whether the eight teachers selected the
same proportion of experimental compositions in the narrative group
as in the descriptive grcmp. These results were summarized as follows;

Essay Selected

Experimental Control Total Proportion

NiuTative 80 3.1 120 .7167
13_ escriptivc 83 37 120 .1-1917

Total 109 71 0.10
Proportion .7042 .29.58

The proportions, .7167 for the narrative compositions and .6917 for
the descriptive compositions; were compared by the X2 test for a 2 X 2
contingene7 table. el-he result was X2 .1800, which was not significant.
Therefore, the proportion of experimental compositions selected diet not
differ significantly in the narrative and descriptive groups.

Agreement of Teachers. It vas of interest to see how well the teach-
ers agreed in their, assessment of the composition pairs. Since there was
110 explicit reference to a measurement of this type except Cochran
(1950). Gerald yanBelle of the Department of Statistics at Florida
State University developed the following measure; Consider the pro-
portion of times ( Pi) the teachers selected the experimental composi-
tion in the ith pair. There would he perfect agreement if Pia 1 or
Pi 0. There would be maximum disagreement if P 05. Therefore,
n reasonable statistic to test agreement is

where nt nom] of teachers
and N = of composition pairs.
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Under the null hypothesis of no agreement between teachers, this
quantity has approximately a X2 distribution with N degrees of free-
dom.

For the data in this study x'2 157.5 with 30 degrees of freedom.
Since this result was significant at the .001 level, the hypothesis of no
agreement between teachers was rejected. Therefore there was sub-
stantial agreement among tlw eight teachers \VIM ilidgCC1 the overall
quality of the compositions.

Sinn *try

Analysis Of the data on
the following:

six filctors of syrltaetic maturity indicated

1. There was no evidence to indicate that the randomizati pro-
cedures had not succeeded.
The experimental group had experienced highly significant
growth, at the .001 level, on all six factors of syntactic maturity.
The experimental group established a highly significant superiori-
ty, at the .001 level, over the control group on all six faetOM
The experimental group wrote well bevond the syntactic maturity
level typical of eighth graders and, on five of the six factors of
syntactic matority, their scores were similar to those of twelfth

ers.
le treatment effect could not be re'late'd to the influence of a

particular t or to whether a student was male or feniale.
Although students with a low IQ achieved highly significant in-
creases in syntactie maturity, those with a high IQ tended to do
even better,

Analysis of the data on the overall quality ol the writing sample as
judged by the eight experienced English teachers indicated the follow-
ing:

.1. The experimental group wrote compositions that were judged to
he si nif eaietly tt1.wer, at the .001 level, in overall quality than
those written liv the control group.

°. Both the narrative and descriptive compositions were sib nificantiv
better, at the .01 level, than their control counterparts.

:3. The proportion of experimental compositions selected did not
differ significantly in the narrative and descriptive groups.

4. There was sulmtantial agreement between the eight tuachors who
judged the overall (outfit), of the compositions.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

`flit' AIRE- \Vas designed tO elket 01 written told
oral sentence-combining exercises on the free writing of a seventh
grade experimental group. The' experimental group \\:W.; g,iven inten-
sive practice in ccillthining grOups of kernel statements, by addition
anti deletion. into single sentences which WCri.' structurally more com=
!flex than those Stndents 1Vould normally be etipeeted tti Write. 111 order
to facilitate the sentence-combining operations a series of signals capi-
talizing on tile Andel-it:S. inhe're'nt sense cif (rranIn111Iieillift was (1CVel=
oped. important, perhaps crucial, dimension of these signals was
that they were ill no way dependent on the students' formal knowledge
Of a grammar, traditional or transformational. Also important was an
acceptant elaSSIO0/11 atiiioSplinre designed to allay possible syntactic
fears and to produce a student confident in his ,ability to manipulate
sentence structure. Specifically, the present study AV;IS designed to
answer two criestions, 111 MillpariStni with the control grim') NVIIO were
nut CXpost'd to the sente.nce-comhining exercises, would the experi-
mental group hi their free writing (1) write compositions that could
lie described as syntactically more elaborated Or mature? and (2) write
compositions: that would he inch,f,ed l eight experienced English
teachers as better in overall tiuttlitY?

Conclusions

As a resiilt cil the alialses of data ])rese'nte'd in Chapter Four, it was
concluded that the experimental group wrote compositions %yhicli %%.er
syntactically dillereut from the compositions written 1)% the control
group. The ('x!), iimenhil group \N'rote Significantly ininV ;Ind

(lanN('S proVed Signilkallth longer. As at consequence the
experimental group %%Tote 'I'-units %%inch \yens signifiem dy longer
than those of the enotrol groat]), Alien compared with the normati%-e
data presented by 1 Illlit ( 1)65 ), the csporiniontal group's compositions
slitywi,(1 cyiclencc ()I' a level of syntactic maturity \\°A] beyond that
tvpical cighth grulers in many rospectS (II(tt 4iiifilii to Hiatt

67
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NAThen eight experienced English teacher -e asked to judge the
uyerall wilting quality of thirty pairs experimental and control
compositions, sixty' compositions in all, that had been matched by sex
and thry chose a signifieantly greater number of the experiment-al
compositions, 'Therefore, it was concluded that the (!xperimental group
wrote compositions that were significantly better in overall quality
than the, control group's compositions,

Giyen.the design features of the present study, it seems reasonable to
attribute the superior performance of the experimental group to the
experimental treatment. For these reamms it has been judged that
sentence-combining practice that is in no why dependent on forrnal
knowledge of a grammar has a favorable effect on the writing of sev-..
enth graders.

Implications

The present study Iias demonstrated that the writing behavior of
yenth graders can he changed by certain written and oral language

experiences and that it can be changed fairly rapidly and with relative
ease. In a sense this assertion questions the belief that growth in writing
ability is necessarily a slow and difficult pmeess, In showing that sig-
nificant qualitative and synthetic gains can be achieved in approximate-
Iv Vic4Ilt mouths, the present stud.. suggests that, at least for seventh
graders, a part of the composing process is directly amenable to altera-

In the Epilogue to his N.C. I Fl report written two yours after his
original study. Mellon repeatedly asserted that "the.sentence-combining
practice had nothing to do with the teaching of NTiti1114" ( D)t % p. 79).
The present researcher rejects such an assertion. Both and the
present study's experimental groups pnteticed writing sentences. The
sentence-building process involved semantic as well as syntactic con-
siderations: I low does it shwa!? Does it make sense? Does it include all
the input information the kernels)? All of these vestions, which

.surelY inelude rhetorical considerations too, were an integral part of
both treatments, At least by implication, both treatinvnts invorvd sen-
teiices that were syntactically Inure mature than those the students were
accustomed to prodneing. Football cotclies Irtve then. players practice
play after play .11 an -a-gttme" selling, often with no opposition, so that
theN will be able to execute efficiently in an actual game. Surely the
eintch at practice is to footbalL Similarly, students exposed to
senteitce-building exercises, even in an "a-rhetorical" setting, are in a
very real sense being taught writing. Both treatment groups ended up
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writing sentences that were syntactically more mature. The present
study's experimental group wrote compositions that were judged better
in overall quality: The acceptance or rejection of Mellon's overall
hypothesis depelided entirely on whether his students wrote syn-
tactically more inaturelv. Mellon reported that the students were gen-
crally able to complete the sentence-combining exercises. But the
crucial question was whether they had developed syntactic manipulat
nig skills that would show in their writing. Mellon's study was clearly
concerned with the teaching of writing skills. It is, therefore, difficult
to understand how sentence-building exercises can be defined out of
the teaching of writing.

Indeed, sentence combining has both theoretical and practical at-
tractiveness when considered as part of a composition program. Rhet-
oric and sentenee-combilnug practick. should be viewed not as mu-
tually exclusive or even discrete but rather as complementary. Glea-
son ( 1962), in an article discussing the place of languttge study in
the curriculum, argued that the choppy style and the run-on style

tire hasictilly the same. I till alitiose tiro. deVbX 10 111V Vxclsion of all
others. The style is had, not beeanse of any individual choice, but be-
cause of the monotonous patterning. . to produce a good style it

would he meet ssary to seleQt unit of a wide: stuck of available, devices.
and to work them all into III appropriate, plc:asig over-all pattern.
(p, 5)

.Gleason went tiff tt Ask what a stud .nt must be tnade a are of if he is
tti understand and et mtrol style.

lie twist know the options. The wider ltis repertoire the deeper his
understanding of the peculiarities of each, the hotter equipped h1 is to
write. . As in teaching a foreign kinguage, the accuoite, casual
control of patterns comes out of specific patterned dill and conscious
manipulations. (pp. 5-6)

This is precisely what sentence combining provides. It expands the
practical choices, the options truly available to the inexperienced young
writer Olen he needs them. Christensen (1968a) claimed that -Gram-
mar maps mot the possible, rhetoric narrows down the possible to the
desirable or effective" (p. 572), Sentence combining helps the writer'
enlarge the -practical-possible" so that it can he utilized during the
composing process. The young writer, who has been exposed to sen-
tence-building practice and who is developing into what was earlier
called "the student as syntactic authority" as a result of intensive (`N=
periences with the manipulation of sentence structure, should be in a
better position to deal with run-on or choppy styles. Armed with an
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expanded practical rej?ertoirc of syntactic choices, 111: W(1111(.1 1)(' ht,qtrl'
1111(.` to ilVt/i(1 1111)1111t01)011.ti 1):Ittrilling" arid to work his -wider stock of
available devices- into "ao appropriate, j)leasing overall pattern" as
advocated by Gleason: Clearly a desirable curricular outcome for the

rifting.
Although the findings of the present study relate specifically to

seventh graders there is no obvious reason for itssumisig that sentence-
eombining practice should not 1w used in elementary and senior high
school; as \ye11 ;is in junior high school,

The Ifaig lish department at Florida !lig]] School spent a good deal of
Inn! planning the scvuiltil lahguagc arts program for the con=
trol group. Ilernember Ora the experimental group was exposed to
shortened -ersions of each ()I' the control gimp's units.) And yet.
despite the sophistication of the control group's program, \yitli its small
classes, experienced teachers, int abundance of free
reading, carefully planned instruction in composition, 311(1 a 1V1Z1NC'd
atInn±41)11('IV in which student talk and classroom interaction s.vere E.-ti-
c-1)111:114(41. El Iv control group showed only "normal- grmyth.27 words
per 'I.-mittin syntactic maturity, very similar to Mellon*); control
groui) 1.1111C11 incre:04(11 130' .28 words per Thinit. if the control group's
program haul such a lit gligffile efleet oil their syntactic maturity and
(iyerall writing quality .v11011 compared to the experiences of HR. l'N-
pc,riinclititi gro1 Op. it seems reasiiiittlile to advocate the use of sentence-
coint)iiiing practice Nvilli. at Ow very least, seventh graders, l'he ease
for the efficacy of sentence-combining practice becomes even more at-
tractive \Olen the 'results of research in composition art. reviewed.
Neither Braddock (19G:3 ) nor Nleckel 196:3) uncovered a single study
reporting a statistically significant conipnsition trcalinclit oficct. Since
Ihit prescill study did discover a significant composition treatment
effect. its ,sentence-combining system, whiel) enables students to !mild
sentences and manipulate sviitax with greater facility, should surely be
utilized UI our schools,

lii elementary school, simple adjective and relative clause insertions
ihid repeated subject and y(ll) deletions could he practiced orally in,
perhaps; sceinat grade. 1Vritten exercises could shirt in third or fourth

Thc presi.lot study'S svhtehee-Conthitthig SVtitthl 121111
he cxpandeLl to incorporate a wider range of syntitaic structures which
cold(' be practiced in junior and senior high school.

Students exposed to sentenee-huilding techniques could use these
syntactic manipulative skills at the protvriting or rewriting stage iii
11wil wink iii (2:11111)1101.11/11, Tlivy 'OI1111 o 1)('1.1(1' :11/1e "1111(11np" t11('

SC111011(1' :111(1 Cli111111:11(' 1110 1-1111-1/11 Sc ()Ile Call 11';KI11'
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envisage individual or class\vide work on improving sentences or even
paragraphs in a rhetorically oriented setting. Students could practice
rewriting whole paragraphs, given either in kernel form or in a choppy
Or overly elaborate style. Experienced in sentence manipulation and
trained to think in rhetorical terms, they would he in a better position
to inal.7e meaningful rhetorical choices because they would have a wider
repertoire of syntactic alternatives from which to choose.

Tlw present researcher certainly agrees with _Mellos statement that
sentence combining exercises could be regarded as ""a valuable addition
to the ,osenal of language-developing activities Moffett (1968) in=
chides in his language arts program" (106°, P. 80). Whctlier them'
activities are -naturalistic" or 'non-naturalistic" IS perhaps, irrelevant.
The crucial questions are (1) Would'they work? and (2) Would stu-
dents enjoy them? A skillful teacher should be able to ensure that both
questions arc answered in the affirmative,

Practice with intensive sentence-manipulation exercises need iiot be
restricted to the lower grades. Hunt's data, shown in Table I ( p. 22),
indicate a wide gap between the syntactic maturity level of twelfth
graders and that of superior adults: Indeed, 7'he ChriNtemsen Rhetoric
Preigratn (1908b), although heavily dependent on the students' prior
knowledge of grammatical terminology, does teach sentence-building
operations in order to improve college freshmen's writing ability.

Although Christensen agreed with NIellon that a mature style can be
taught, lie strenuously disagreed with what he called Mellon's concep-

n of good style. Ile criticized NIellon for concentrating on relittiviza-
Jion and, especially. nominalization, and also suggested that "we
shouldn't teach subordination as it is hard to read" (196Sa, p. 576).
Christensen based this argument on an examination lie made of modern
professional and semiprofessional writers. These writers, Christensen
claimed, wrote what he called "cumulative sentences," which feature a
high proportion of final free modifiers and are indicative of a mature
style. lowever, another researcher, Johnson ( 1969), after analyzing
the prose of a different group of professional writersa very prestigious
collection indeedand comparing them with Cl ristensen's -best" \\Tit-
er, Halberstam, concluded that

If we are to ineasore the degree of skill in a writer by the percentage of
words In Tuts iii Five modification, we should rate Cather, _Fitzgerald,
Forster, Isherwood, Baldwin, Auden and Orwell as less than
I lalherstain, (p. 16:3)

Johnson also sugv,ested that -students had hest devote far more time to
mastering subordination than Christensen would lutve them do" (p.
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1(1). She aoted that Edn.und Wilson's style is one that is not cumuja-
but periodic and that Wilson

depends for modifications, not on verbal clauses, apt and b-
solutes so 11111111 as on relative and subordinate clauses, , (p. 102)

It is obvious from the evidence advanced, both by Christensen and
Johnson, that we area long way from defining satisfactorily a mature
style or styles, Relativzation and nominalization, final, medial, and
initial free modifiers, short base clauses, all would appear to have their
place in any definition of what constitutes a mature style.

What is bad about any style is its obviousness, Repeated cumulative
sentences draw attention to themselves; their lack of variety only has
unfortunate stylistic consequences. Therefore it would surely be a mis-
take to favor any one particular syntactic pattern to the exclusion of
other possible patterns. Syntactic manipulative exercises should ex
Mort tiw entire range of syntactic alternatives allowed by the grammar
of English. What the voting writer needs is as much practice as possible
on every conceivable combination of syntactic operations.

lii Note8 Toward a- New Rhetoric (1967) Christensen raised an in-
teresting point that may help To explain something that the present
researcher noticed in an entirely subjective examination of the post-
treatment compositions. Christensen claimed that "solving the problem
of how lo ,yty helps solve the problem of what to say (p. 5). Does
this mean that form can, in some sense, generate content? It was evi.
dent to this researcher that the post-treatment compositions written
by the experimental group had much more detail, more "meat" to them.
The treatment group seemed to "sec" more clearly, They had more to
say. Perhaps the syntactic manipulative skill the students had devel-
oped. because it entailed a wider practical set of syntactic alternatives,
invited or attracted detail, Perhaps koowing how does help to create
what.

An alternative explanation seems plausible. Since the experimen
group had become more skillful manipulators of syntax, perhaps their
fear of sviitax had dissipatpd, Confidence is very likely a self-gencrating
process, feeding on itself, Released from syntactic roadblocks, confi-
dent, seeing a wider range of choices, the student's mind could grapple,
at ease, with additional sytactic-semantic considerations. It is of
interest to note that although the sentence-combining exercises did not
include practice with adverb clauses, the experimental group pm-
cluced a significantly greater number of adverb clauses in their free
writing. The "confidence" factor has a theoretical attractiveness that
invites further study. An important dimension of the present study was
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the systematic attempt to build student confidence by accentuating the
positive. Perhaps grammar study and too much concern with error
build barriers between the beginning writer and the composing
process. Sentence combining concentrates on student success. It not
only has students write, it shows them how,

Since this researcher is advocating work with cumulative sentences
as well as with sentences similar to those in the present study, it might
he of interest to illustrate how readily adaptable the present study's
sentence-combining signals are to Christensen's system or similar pro-
grams. In an article describing and evaluating the latest developments
in rhetorical theory, NIcCrimmon (1968, p. 128) cited his favorite
example of a cumulative sentence, .yritten 1w one of Christensen s stu-
dents. Reduced close to basic kernel form, with sentence-combining
signals addled, it would look like this:

A girl develops [miii the sheet of
The girl is smail.
The girl is it Negro.
The walk is glare-frosted.
'Phu girl is walking barefoot
iler bare legs ore striking the emnpriL(
Iii legs are recoiling from the cement,

The cement is hot.
Iler feet are ending in,(,)
On/y the miter edges of her feet are

touching the hot eianent.(,)

Note that the only additional signals that had to be developed are
(AN1)) and (,). The (AND) simply means insert an and where ;11-)
propriata, 00 that line. Perhaps the comma sigh tl ( ,) is not really
necessarY. Remember that tmderlined (italicized) words are retained
and the remainder of the sentence deleted. 'rho final sentence is rather
easy to produce:

A small Negro girl develops irlein the sheet of glare-frosted walk-
ing barefooted, her hare It striking :cud recoiling Irmo liii heat cc-
unlit-, her feet curling in, only the outer edges tottehing.

Similarly, the following e.ample from Sinclair Lewis can be readily
handled by the development of two additional signals, (II-C) and (A),
HE with the cross through it ineans delete lie. And (A) ineans supply
a. The prsent researcher is indebted to Brown (1,970, p. 44) for the
reduction of Lewis's sentence to near konwl form: The signals, of
etitirSe, have been supplied:

Ile clipped his hands itt time bidilor do solution,
Ile shook them: (AND 1 K)
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Becker ( 19(i5) el in asserting that StN le Stibs11111('S
illid alli11112:111CHE ulAlowds. (.;fliiiNt ;tiNwi.rod of the
Ilry4(111 StildV. Bill it is; IlcVerthelt.Sti iiht1 an important
fpiestion lor rhetorical theory alai 'tractive.

NliNt teachers of writing either ignore or neglect the importance of
;11)ditN. liCV eurtailik- cici Hut fliVc it its 1111)11(.1'

tine, :1ntl 0101` tall tr) IL) So. llerhiills. 11C;111St tl(PV itiV concentrating
on another hip)] tant dimension of the writing processthat of ol)ierva-
lion and experience. Composition teachers should realize that it is not
eirmOi for it UMW, \t rItyr ttt li(fve something to say. he most
be able to express it, to [mini1)ill:1h. see lice structures iii order to re=

capture the e\perience for his reader_ AI esamination of the sentence
;thou( the small :Negro girl, a sentence with all the hallmarks of a
professional writer. awl Aso of how- that sco telice might have been
\\Teen should make this 1)1iiiit eleitrer, lien. is the -professimbil
-ample (igaile

small Negro gill disvelfil) from the slit et glarc=frosted \\-(elk,
\calking barefooted, her hare. legs striking and recoiling from illy hot
-einem. her feet culling in, only tin. 1011{1 edges tonching,

After flue consideration has been given to the importance of the \\Tit( rs
ohscrvation and experience. to the concreteness of the nieticuloiNly
sereticed images. to the \-if.\\-er s eve movement. all of these can he
reflected in .1 series 01 sentences \davit are. perhaps( typical of the

4)1 it rather obscrvalit high school sto(lvilL tint that of a pro=
lessioiral \\Titer:

\ -slo;t1i t giti girl dccloiv. finil the slwet whicil is c41i1iv.
IttNtrd. Slit, i4a v,itiki11,4 ter hat' It 4.s strita. the hot ci.meot
and then they recoil from it, tier feet coil lit so that mtiV the (IWO'
chcS arc hot ucniont,

lit terms of observation told experience the -professional example is
1141 different front that of the h\pothetical high school stodent, Both
examples recreate the \\-ritc.rs ..isual experience, Thc\- carry the same
()slier' ottal ;old ohservational load. The only tidbit-once bet\vern them
is in the \\ titers' handling of the syntai . It is true, of course, that the

\\ riter \vas iible to recreate the rhythmic (pralif\- of the
scene 11V ill(11(11102, SViltItN there is lb) ills(VSSalV
COIttiCrtlt/II Itt1-%C('011 the observational experience, the ordercil sequence
of concrete (nudges, and the manipulative synt(wtic skill of the writor,
their fusion; their complcitientan confluence, made the tliffer=
(lice. In the last analysis, ho\vever, thy "professional- \\Titer was able to
accomplish this only through his abilitY to manipulate sentence strue-
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lure. Teachers of \vrititig surely light to spew] MON' t(qellii114

tit1(1ils to br hotter manipulators ol syntav Intensive experience With
!;(lit(11(. col111)1ili(i4 should hell) tii ciiiittgc vritcr's repertoire
of syntactic alternatiN-es and to sui)pl\- Imo \\id, practical optjur dur=

lug the \yriting process.

The attractiveness of the sentenc.c-c.oml-iiing signals in the present
study lies iii their simplicity, their consistency their flexibility, 111(1 their

practicality. Tlw previous examples illustrate liny simple it is htitli to
learn to the signals and to expand and adapt. diem. The elimina-
tion of the study (,1 transformational and of transformational
nomenclature makes all of this possible: \Vali the threat ol Laininatic.al
failure removed. the do eloping (vritif (gal) \VW) !4e1)-

t(.11(1.-.,:irtictur.' problems ;u(1 uotifidentiv face the real issuethat of
blending form LuIcl klea Iii ftIIV given rhetorical situation.

Ott; final comment: :A.Ithough this n.searclier has rather strention. iv
tirgyil that monc attention by paid. to Ow syntactic nuittipiliatiN-0 skill'
and for inure important pluee for "st\-le as s\ lam- curriculum,
he is inerelv suggesting a possil)le empli,:sis in the- nical instuc=
rum and is in no sense denying or even (.111estionlier the' importance of
the hither members of the (.1assieal rhetorit.Iiiii's tripod. im.ention :Ind
arrangement- In die last anal sis the question as 1.1) which Of tliOR,
(1)111(!.. lust. 1V1)1(11 is mute inportant, hecomy.s totally irrelevant. In
111c11' uSS(11tial 111S(piailbilitV, they are more [;in i tripm.l. Invention,
.,irrangernent and style are a trinity. one Lind in(livisil)le.

doitional Suggestion% fur Further Research

It would In desirable to extend the tleatineut over II number of
years Nvitli ptpulation more representative of the miller Of

fibilay and soc.ioeconninie bael-oroinhl to he found, tor esaplc,
in a very large inetvolitan area 0!' in ;1 urall\- deprived arca.
The losv ahilit\ students did very \yell in the present shah-.
11(ltil(l g,lietto (..1111(lre1i do ;is

2: Are the (growth rates attained sustailiable
3. The stiult.lits to (.tijov the sentence-tumhining treatment

III this 'Ankh. (an interest h(. maintained iwer a ramil)er

4. (Jan stildc.nts -oyerlearn- sentence.omhinint4 techniques? can
te\ meronsolidate? Is then. a ceiling on the structures they
can learn? Will they he ahle tO haildle a wider eatic.t\ of 5\'(,-
tactic' strtwtur('s?

5. What is the colinc.ction. it ;WV 1)t SViitilCtic ai (1 cognitive
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iiriteiit\ 1 there ;1 rleccy.si/rt/ cutmcctiou hutvia.cui tix-o?

Cali mid shoiiiil sYlita(lic maturity run alicad of (UL irlivc ma-
turity? a practical distin(Con he draNyn lrietivecii cognitive
and sviitalic maturity?
Syntactic and stylistic Inatmitv arc cleailv connected, There is
need for massive research into what constitutes a mann., style,
limit's (19(4, 196,3, 1970) and (r.Dininell al.'s (1967) minim=
tiNT (Iota 1111 syntactic maturity arc based on fairly small popu-
lations. It x\-onld lisel id to have, 1)ii:,(1 on a larger and more
repiesciitatiye population, normative data on the writing and
speaking performance, in it variety of modes of discourse, of
students from kincler,garten through college.

7, \VIII sentrice-comliiiiing:practice improve reading abilit%.
\\111 syntenee-conthininiJ, practice enhance oral performance?
\\ ill senteuee-(sonthinino- icti,, that im.,)},-cs only s.:,-(thig (nit

the exercises he as successful as, or mon.. successful than, the
pres(.iit stink's %..oilibination of oral practice and %vriting i)rac-
lice?

The ; moot of overiill (twilit% 01 the (Imposition 1)v a sys-
tem III I( .ed choices of matched pairs has much ill reouninend
it, It is rconolineal, easy adminkter, mid efficient: there is
no rak.r fatigue prol-Aem: Rating sixtv compositions on a scale

uld have been very time this system ileScrcs
further study. No (loul)t it can lw inprovcd.
(h it %crittcli sentencvAuill)iiiing pra.ticc was successful
with native speakers of English. Can it be integrateLl into a pro-
gram for telching 1:,,nglish as it second hiriguitge''

12: (hie lit the major problems facing teachers (.4 a foreign language
iti getting Stittlentti to \\Tit(' compositions in that language, This
researcher has teeentiv develope&I sentenee-eniulAning signal
system!, le- Frcnli and Spanish and has pilot-tested then! with
;I small 1i111111)V1" of SVenn(litt'V Students. The results have been

encouraging, This sx-stem deserves furth T study.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE LESSONS AND SENTENCE - COMBINING
PROBLEMS FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP'S TEXT

This appendix contains a lection of the sentence-combining problems
from tl,. lirst part of the experimental gt aup's text, Sc»Icacc=Coninining,
samp., .roblems from eight of the mole important lessons found in the sec-
ond part with instructions to the student and a sample of the cumulative
problems whirl' followed many of the lessons. Although some attempt has
been made to preseta IL representative sample of the actual progression foil=
lowed in Ow sentence-combining lessons. there Is really no substitute for a
careful look at the developing, cumulative design of the student text.

In each of the eMunples, the A form is the - eotitbinitigCombini problem
confronting the student, and the B form is an acceptable student answer.

Sample Problems front the First Part of the Student Text

A. The quarterback threw the ball well yesterday. (NEC)
n. The quadelback didn't throw the ball well VefiLerdaN%

.k. Lawrence Welk will turn kids on (NEC-EVER)
13. Lawrence Welk will never turn kids on.

A, The rattler (110W) slithered (WHERE), hit the sleeping baby
(WHERE), and (HOW) disappeared.

B. The rattler quietly slithered into the tent, bit the sleeping baby nti the
leg. and quickly disappeared.

A, The control agents shciuld have killed Maxwell Smart, 17)

B. Ntaxwell Smart should have huen killed by the control ag.ents.

A. A garbage clump is belt'nd the restaurant. (THERE -INS)
There is a gat huge dump behind the restaurant.

A. John \v as painting something on the wall. (WHAT-QUES)
B. What was .joint painting on the wall?

A. Someone has beet copying my homework. (W110.QUES)
B. Who has Iwo: copying my homework?

A. Some telephones are tic r rhy: (THERE-INS 4- NEC: -1- (SUES)
BAren't there some i..:1121iones nearby?

Lesson Seven:n THAT and THE FACT THAT

should admit SOMETHING,
Ile was there.

81
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nal(' urc, three dniCrcut start's comban, the two statements above into
a sentence that has the same meaning: (1) Julio should admit that he wasthere; t.2) Olin should admit he was there; ;Ind (3) Julio should iultnit thetact that he was there, Notice that in all three sentences the words -he was
there" have been put in place of the word SOMETHING in the first state=
ment. In sentence I OW word that connuCts the 14ivQ11 StateniCntS; sentence2 they ;ire simply joined together: in sentence 3 the Inv joined theMat

NVe are now going to practice' entlibuthug statements into one sentence asWas With the three sentences above. Follow the instructions given in
parentheses after the second statement. Notice that the second statementlakes flit place of the word SOMI.:THING itt the first statement,

A. Peter not iced SC) IETH I NG,
There were nine golf balk in the river

B, Peter noticed that there were nine golf halls in the river.

A. Karen said SOMETIIING.
She wasn't going to the tiara'. (JUST JOIN)

fi, Karen said -.It:: wasn't going to the party.

A. SOMETHING should ntake you avoid hint.
I It is au absolute nut: (111E FACT TI IAT)
The fact that he is lit t'lbsoltite nut should iii tke on avoid him:

A. SOME
Human beings trill survike. ('1'11AT)

13. 'That human beings \OH surviNt. it c" r'tain.

Lesson Eight; rr-THAT

Srimne of you probably tvanted to mite a sentence like that in the Iasiproblem in the preionS section in a different way. Instead of smug; -That
Imm:in beings will survivc is curtain," you May have preferred to say, It
is certain that human brings will survive."

In this sentence the word It has replaced the word SOMETHING andanti human beings will sumice comes ailui the first StatCnient. You have
simply started the sentence with It and hen Added the -that" statementlater, Well call this the (, ITTILkT) instuictioti.
Example:

,Sr(i),(N:\EviTyll(111NisGroiLsm(11.,11(( ITTHAT)
It is true that the world is round.

A. As soon as he gut to the Pearly Gates: pie told St. Peter SOMETHING
had never occurred to him,

Vie tires on his jaguar might decay, (ITTHAT)
B. As soon as he got to the Pearly Gates, Joe told St. Peter it had never. ,

occurred to him that the tires on his jaguar might decay:
A. Ever 'rink' man clogged himself nut of the primeval nun! gill the

process of sociali4ation, one great problem has always been SOME-
THING,
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Ile is \Oiling to fight other own to gain power. TIRT)
Ever since until dragged himself out of the primeval mud and began the

[tilt ess of socialization, (plc great problem has alwaYs been that he IN
silliog to fight other men to gain power:

A. And So:11E11[1\G came to pass.
Cain In-might an ()Hering unto the Lord. (1TTIIAT)

It. .And it came to pass that Cain brullgbi an (during unto the Lord.

A. SONIETIIING nude Bill believe SONIETHING.
The used cars door fell oil. (TILL: FACT THAT)

he denler dishouest.
Thi, [kir flit itst cl trs dour madc Hill I -lieye that the

dealer was dishonest.

SO.NIETHING occurred I (:aphitt
llis Intql did not know SWIEIIING,
They were sailing through a mined area. 14)
It (wenn-di to Captain Sharp that his men did not

were sailing throloili a mined

1. SOM ETIIING tells the geologist St.)NIETIPNC.
The hones ol fish niav he found in Death Valley. cniE FA(;t. T1 IAT)
The legion must have hem cinder water at some time, (TILkT)

II. The fad that the bones of lish mat` he (mind in Death Valley tells the
,2-,,;1012-k( that th 0.0011 soma have been under \I-aka at some time.

that they

m 'Few WHO, WHAT, WHERE. WHEN, HOW`, WHY

In previous sections Mott practiced combining sentences bv usino-- THAT
Ti E FACI"IIIAT, nod l'FTHAT, In this lesson von will do something
quite similar. I will combine sentences by using \\'I10, WI[AT:
WHEN, 11C'.1, IIV.

Exampte
All the.' people wondered SOMETIIING.
The music had stopi-K!d for some reason, (WHY)

11w people wondered why the music had stopped.
Notice tli.,i f or SMIIC !Timm has hOVII 11`110VUd and that why has been in=
sorted at the begimino: ut the second statement,

Evainplo
SONIETHING worried the climbters.
Tlw odd light meant (NVLIAT)
What the odd hilt meant worried the climbers.

Notice kit SOMETHING has been removed and that idled has been'
sorted at the beginning of rood statement,

Examplo C:
\lost teachers have learned SONIETHING:
Students compare homework somehow. (HO)
Nhost teachers have lean. I how students compare homework

Notice that somoboic has been removed and that how lots been inserted
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zit the beginning of the second statement, Sentetis..e-tumbilling with \1I-10,
\1`I1EN kvould Ile klit), itt

A,

13.

Cat %%-ontlered SO \ I F.:TI I NG.
The train %votilt1 mrixe it :\t.ke York soinctime. ( \\AIEN)

trheu the train. \ould arrive in Ntv York,

A, After the vicious murders ill the downtown hank, (111(2 or We tellers gave
ail ,n,.-ount of SONIETI HNC.

Something had happened; (\VIM]) .

B. Anil the the downtt .11 hank, one cif the tellers gave
"" "ct""°1- of what kid l'aPP-1"-'(1,

A, The fish soon discovered S(/IETIIING-
Tho wottit was dangling in the water for some reason, (\VIIY)

B: The fish soon discovered why the worm was dangling tr the water.

A. Joe tried to calculate SOMETHING.
Ills money would Imy so 11111Ch 10:4.1. (HMV MUCH)
Joe tried to ealulate how much food his money would buy.

SOMETI IING st I I 1itc.en.v occurred to Mr. limos.
jmi might not know SOMETI HNC. TT=TIIAT)
Someone finds the restaurant somehow. (110W TO)

B. It suddenly oecurr,d to my. io nes that Jim iris_ ht not know how to find
the restaurant.

SOMETIIING is not clear to tne
:%lanuel would tell you SOMETHING for some reason (1TW1-1Y
Ftmeral directors know SONIETHING. (THAT)
Someone solves grave problems. (HOW TO)

B. It is not dear to me why Nlanual would tell von that funeral directs rs
know how to solve gravc prohlems.

SOMETI IINC; was difficult.
Jerome admitted SOMETHING, (ITFOBTO)
Ile really didn't know SOMETHING. (TI-TAT)
The prohlem could he solved somehow. (HOW)

II, It was difficult for Jerome to admit that lie really didn't know ho
proldem could be solved.

Because he never listens
TION6 would take hours.

Thurston learns SONIETHING. (ITFOBTO)
Suwon() puts that enginc together somehow. (HOW TO)

B. Because he never listens to a Word the instruQtar is saving,_told
take hours for Thurston to learn how to put that engine together.

A. ONIETHINC took real courage,
Senator Phngghound asserted SOMETHING. (ITFORTO)
Ile didn't care (about) SOMETHING, (THAT)
The voters thought something of him. (WHAT)

B It took real courage for Senator Phoggbound to assert tlt ;tt be didn't
cam what the voters thought of him.

A: rd the instructor is saving, SOME
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A. somETHING angered Miss Frump,
Thi i4irls chattered noisily. (S. INC)

B. the chattering noisily angered Miss Frump.

A. SOMETIIING angered Miss Frump.
The girls chattered noisily. (8' + ± INC)

I3. The girls' nois chatterii ig angered Miss Frump,

A. SOMETHING anger; it Miss Frump.
The girls ehattered noisily. (X + INGH- OF)

B. `f he noisy chattering of the girls al,gered Miss Frump,

A, I ETIIING is a problem for lazy people.
Someone keeps in good health somehow, (flow TO)

B. How to keep in good he filth is a prohlem for lazy people,

A, SOMETIIINC is not easy.
Mrs, Adam,: condoned 80 IETI LING, (ITFORTO)
Her son wa,sent to Vietnam, i S + INC)

R. It is not uasv for Mrs. Adams to condone her being scut to Vietnam.

Lesson Seventeen; DISCOVER DISC:MERV
ACCEPTED 4 ACCEPTANCE PRODUCE > PRODUCTION

We are going to prauticc sentence combilimiuns whit-
being ininle In certain \void endings. Fur example,
gold. CS ± DISCOVERY + OF)- w.utilt' be writtii
(livery of the gold. . Similarly We failed.
he writtrn out as; "Our if
combine the following:

SONIET11 NG ltd to \Voi-ld War
The Allies priiiam Germany after World \Val. PUNISIIMENF+ OF)

u \mold write it out like this:

The Allies' puoislniait of Germany -After World War I led to
W'orld War II.

N

necessitate changes
Tom discovered the
out as: -Tom's dis-
FA 'LURE)" would
wore instructed to

A. Because of numerous personality conflicts and sheer pettiness the Stu-
dent COlniCil made a mess of SONIETIIING,

They formulated a set of rules for conduct, (S' + FORMULATION
+ OF')

B. BeCanNe of numerous personality conflicts and sheer pettiness, the Stu-
dent Council made a mess of their formulation of a set of rules for
conduct,

A, It would be impossible to ignore the fact that SOMETHING caused as
great deal of controversy,

Simmons published the experiment. (:5 + PUBLICATION ± OF)
13, It. Would he impossible to ignore the fact that Simmons' publication of

the experimprit caused a great deal of cetroversy.
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A. SONWIIIING led to SOMETILING.
Fames Wan discovered 50\1F:1111NC. + DISC:OVERY)
Steam is a powerlul source of energy. (THAT)
Britain estahlished an industrial society. CS + INC)

B. James Watt's discovery that steam is a powerful source of energ
to ISrimin's cstablishinir an industrial society.

Lesson Nineteen: THAT, \\`I10; and NVII0M
In this lesson we'll he practicing combining sentences with

TIIAT, 11-110..nal \VIIONI, For example, if you were given the following:

Some of the engines were sdwdnied to be senipped this year.
The saboteurs'llave demolished the engines. (W'1ltC11)

you 'mild write it like this:

Some of the engines which the Stihotvurs have demolished were
shednled to be scrapped this year.

Notice that engines, the repe:ited vord was replaced by whii h. lion look
for die repeated word when iustrmted to combine sentences with \VIIK:I
THAT. W110, and W110\1. Then yon simply eliminate and substitute for
one of the repeated words.

Ion may he gien the instruction This tiimply means
that you can use either which or flint. You pick the one you think sounds
better, Itcniemb4.1' also Nit (WHICH TIIAT) call mean (JUST JOIN).

A. In his letter lialph enclosed a snapshot.
Ile had taken a snapshot during his visit with us. (WIIICII,TIIAT)

B. Ile his letter Balph enclosed a snapshot which he had taken during his
visit with us,

or: In his letter Ralph unclosed a snapshot that he had taken during his
visit. With us,

ii his letter Bolph en losed a snapshot lie had taken (twice!. his ')sit
with us.

Wilelloer tiler family WMS a D loci's, Grandma insists un watching the
chef,

Thu chef tosses the pizi.as high into the air. (W110)
Whenever our family dines at 1)ion's, Grandma insists Al Watching the

chef Who tOSSVS the piZZaS high into the air.

Although it is usmilly quiet during the week, the golf course is very
Bliss' oil WeekelidS.

The golf course was completed Just last v ear.
B. Although it is nsitally quiet during the week, the golf course that (which)

was completed just lag .T01 is very busy on weekends.

A. SONIETH1NG is illogical.
Man believes SOMETHING. (IT-17011TO)
Only this tiny earth possesses the conditions, (THAT)
"rho conditions iiisr midi life possible. MIIICIfiqtIAT)

B. It is illogical for num to believe that only this tiny earth possess
conditions which have made life possible,
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A, As soon as thew had completed their five-mile march carrying full pack,
the exhausted recruits reported to the colonel,

The colonel explained a few points. (WHO)
They had not undeistood a few points, (WHIcIrTHAT)

-13, As soon as theV had completed their live-mile march c%-inyIrig full pack,
the exhausted recruits repotted to the colo,101, who explained a few
points (which; that ) them had not understood.

Lesson Twenty: WHOSE, WHEN, WHERE, and WHY

We're now going to add instructions using WHOSE, WHEN, WHERE,
and They arc similar to the WHICH ,TIIAT, WHO, and WHOM
instructions, Si) y01) simply watch out for the repeated words and eliminate
and substitute for them,

A. Out' day a girl strolled into the cafeteria.
The girl's dress looked like spun gold, (WHOSE)

13. One dav a girl, whose dross looked like spun gold, strolled into the
cafeteria,

A, miff a V. chase through the busy downtown [calk, the young re-
porter was able to point out the apartment.

The gangster was hiding ont in the apartment, (WellEllE)
j. After a wild chase through the busy downtown tragic, he voting re

porter was able to point out the \\'M the gangster was
hiding out.

A, The idea occurred ten the moment,
At the moment she had all but given up hope, WHEN

13. The idea occurred to her at the moinent when she had all butgiven up
hope.

A. The place seemed to be enveloped in a glow,
Jill stood in the place. ( \VlIERE)
A glow oleamiql on her red hair. (WIIICH:TIRT)

13. The place where Jill stood seemed to be enveloped in a
(which) gleamed on her red hair,

A. I get nervous every time Ben pes fora swim in the ocean because he
does not believe SOMETHING.

SOMETHING is possible. (THAT)
The undertow sweeps him out into deep water. ITFORTO)

33, 1 get nervous eve' time Ben goes for a swim in the ocean because he
does not believe (that) is possible for the undertow to sweep him
nut into deep water,

A. SOMETHING irritated Albert.
The mechanic ex;triiincd the carbUrCtitt C +

EXAMINATION)
Albert asked SONIETHING, (WHO)
SOMETHING would take so long. (HOW LONG)
He completes SOMETHING. (ITFORTO)
He inspects the whole car, ('S +- INSPECTION + OF)
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B. The _mechanic's careful examination of the
who asked how lung it would take for bin
of the whole ear.

rburetor irritated Albert:,
-,omplete his inspection

Lesson Twenty.Twoi Underlining as a Combining Signal

In today's lesson we are going to practice sentenee-omhining by
eating repeated words and any related part of to be and by inserting what
remains immediately after the first tippearanee of the repeated words.
For example,

The girl suddenly began to scream in terror.
The girl was walking through the park,

would be written out like this:

The girl walking through the park.suddenly began to scream in terror.

Notice dial tlw and r r1, the repe'..ited words, and teas, a form of to be,
were eliminated. Notice also that what was left, walking through the park.,
kvas placed immediately after The girl in the first sentence.

Remember that am is, arc, was, ,islet were are forms of to be.
The words that have to be inserted in the sentence above will be u -t-

derlined.' You simply eliminate the words that aren't inserted above, For
example,

The \ ming skater almost lust her leg in a car accident last y
The von tg skater :vas practicing out there on the ice.
The young skater In out there Oil the ice almost lost her leg

in a ear accident last year.

You can, if it helps, put crosses through The young skater was in your
mind's eye, but you probably won't have to. just remember to insert the
underlined words immediately after the first appearance of the repeved
words,

A. Miss Josses easily smeared her attacker.
Miss Jones was'a former wrestler,

13. Miss Jones, a former wrestler, easily smeared her attacker.

A. The governor declared in his address to the legislature that the roads
will be largely paid for by taxes,

The roads are to be built this year.
The taxes are on gai,olhw and cigarettes.
The governor declared in his address to the legislature that he roads

to he bui.lt this year will he largely paid, for by taxes oii gasoline
and eigal tes,

A. Jules earnedibe money by pumping gas until midnight seven lights
a week:

The italicized words in the s ltence-eornhining problem
lessons were underlined in the experimental students' text.

id in the following
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[ides is an apprentice bricklayer.
1'h naniev was to pay for his hiking cacaiion in Europe,

13. Juk!s, 1111 apprentice Iii earned the money to pay for his hiking
Vacittion in Europe by pumping gas until midnight seven nights
a week,

The senate coiiuiiittco on environmental pollution did not seem to he
overly impressed bY the automobile industry's claim that most ears
can be equipped wall luxuries.

The ears are being sold todaq.
The luxuries are (Ii moil rintione's needs-

13, The senate committee on environmental pollution did,not seem to be
overly impressed by the automobile industry's claim that most cars
being sold today can be equipped with luxuries to meet anyone's
needs.

A. SONIETHING is impossible,
A chef cooks meals. (1TFORTO)
The chef is worki1::, in this mnall kitchen,
The meal; shill satisfy all customers, (WI
It is impossible for a chef working in this small kitchen to cook meals

that (which) will satisfy all customers,

A. SOMETHING angered NIr: Niulvanev,
Miss Frickert insisted SOMETHING: (S ING)
There \yew spooks in the house, (THAT)
She had just rented the house, (WI )
Mr. NInlvancy is thtt policcman on our block.

II, Miss Frickerrs insisting that there were spooks in the house
that) she had just rented angered Mr. NInlyanev, the policeman on
our Hock.

A. SOMETHING irritated the men.
Connie constantly chattered, CS + + INC)
'I he ehintering kept the hunters from hearing suutething, (WHICH/

THAT)
The dogs were running someplace. (WHEBE)
The, men swore SOMETIIING. (WI-JO)
They would novel take her hooting again, (THAT)

13. Coinne's constant chattering, which lo,ot the hinders from Iwo, where
the dogs were running, irritated the' me n. who swore they
%you'd never take her huntitul again.

Lesson Twenty-Four: The Underlining Signal Continued

In !he revions section you practiced insertii.g the underlined words
immediately alter the first appearance of the repeated words, In this lessons
there will be single words underlined, Most of the time, you \vill insert
these single words in front of the first appearancv of the repeated words
For example,

Most Latin Americans prefer soccer to bullfighting.
The Latin Americans are youthful,
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\vould be \N-rilten Mit as:

\lost youthful Latin Americans prefer soccer to bullfighting.

Notice that flit' and j riiiii Americans, the revealed yord.s, and was, a form
of /0 be, were eliminated. Nulice also that youthful, which was underlined,
was fit teed iii front of Lillie Anicricans, look it another example,

Vc saw ;t inurtern-vcar=old girl selling heroin to four twelve-veal-Ail&
at school.

The girl was cruelly iinderno Wird.

would be written out as,

Ve saw a ruells undernourished fourti
to four twelve-Year-olds at school.

Put the iniderliin phrases where You think they Iii best, I r or after.

1 All the English students .e 1 their teacher.
The students were cool.
The teacher was charming.
All the cool English modems 1( 1 the charming teacher,

A. cabinet official, who obviously knew nothing about economies,
deelalcd that a budget is of overwhelming importance.

The budget has been balanced.
The Acid, \vlio cd knew nothing about economies

glared! that a balanced budget is of overwhelming importance.

nA'ear-ohl girl yAling heroin

The alloys were littered with bottles and garbage.
The alleys were bet !cern the apartment building.,;
The apartment buildings were dimwit,

bottles `ere broken.
Tlw garbage was rolling.
`fhe alleys betwd.q.11 the dismal buildings eeer littered with

brokol bottles and rotting. garbage.

A. The explorers saw formations.
The formations NT,,re glistening.
The formations were black:
The formations were rock,
The Cul-mations were ri$ing hiMilredS Of fret ntil the ail,
The formations wore ono of Asids greatest wonders,

13. The explorers glistening black rock formations rising hundreds of
feet into Ow air, one of Asias givatest vonders.

Some teachers often hesitate to give students answers to those questions.
The teachers are rather (kid.
Tic answers are frank.
Thu answyrs are personal.
The quumioils are basic.
The questions diStInfi 115 all as wc try to understand our lives,

(W1 1 1C 1I THAT)

Some rather 'maid teachers often hesitate' to give students frank,

A.

er-
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y mon wen, tionng.
S()NI ET 1 I IN C: \k mild he diflienk, al 1AT)
Thee NV(.1111(1 Si I rVi t 11C MN .1kt.,'; goner a k (
T.11(' 11 a h: V(' uostly.
The generals were inexporienee(!.
The gonerals relied (in tactics. ( \\1 II:))
The tactics were-ommodcd.
The tacties wore million'.
The taoics simple (lid nut fit tin realities of warfare. (1\ HR :11 TilAT)
The warfare was modcrn,
The weitre hattle-sc.,trred soldiers in the thick of that bloody, desperite,

hand-to-hand shingle. vhieli took the lives of so IniinV fine young
men, reald that it wottld be difficult for thorn to survive the rosily
mistakes or inexperienced generals kvho relit.d on outmoded military
tactics that simple did not fit the realities ol modern warfare.

A. Nit.. 1,ipputo kits suggested soNIETH
Mr. Lippman is 0 001(01 c010001i,s1:
Thv Prcsulol t has (ill uuttyd us to a war. (THAT)
TIIC War is in Asia,.
The war is for an ohicrtirc.
The ofitvvtivo is twat ((anal*,
lIt ohiective k S0N1ETHIN(1.

Someone ,.reates a overnment. ( , 1.111-T] C:11EATIC)N 4 OF)
The government is secure,
Tlw government is /II

government is pro-American_
The government is accepted awl supportcd by 11w peopte.

11, \1r. Lippman, a noted cohnnol.st, Its suggested that the President has
ortimitteod us to it war in Asia for an unattainable objeetive, the
ovation of a secure. Lee, pm-American gf ittnm,tetut liCeepted and
mipported hv (Tic people

Th0 it!Ventil graders could not understand SOMETHING.
'flit VVentli graders had worked hard on thVIr assignments. (%110)
'rho assignments were EnAfkii.
'rho.' had kvorkcd ticar.
Their teaeher had assigned I lVO rVpUriti snow reaS I. (Will)
`Fhe reports on wrinicn.
The reports were per week,
The reports WOO .soatc'uorcls.
The i.lovds were /wring;
Th0 !MVOs WOUld 11A ;^i0117',TIIING impossible, ovfficii.THAT)
Thcv would fully enjoy thenr summer vacations. (ITV011TO)

B. The seventh graders who lid vorked hard on their English assignmentsall year could not understand why their teacher had assigned two
written reports per wvek on some boring novels that would make it
impossible for them hi fully enjoy their summer vacations.



APPENDIX B

SAMPLE LESSONS AND PROBLEMS FROM AN
EXPANDED VERSION OF THE SENTENCE-COMBINING

SYSTEM USED IN THIS STUDY

In this study it ryas suggested that the sentence-combining system could
be cspanded lei include a larger number of the syntactic structures of En
glish. 'ails appendix contains it number of lessons introducing sentence-
combining signals which hove been iulded since the stun' was conTleted.
The lessons wore pilot-tested %%ith several hundred high school students and
Weir teachers. `Flu c actwo Iussmis mid sentence problems were. taken from
a sentence-coinlamng test .vhich this lesearchcr has completed for Ginn and
Company.

Please note that these lessons ,tiict sentence-coinhining signals were init
used in this study,

Tho these signals makes it possible to construct sentence-build-
ing problems encompassing most or the scut:woe structures in the language.
These additional signals hicyc hecn ineluded iii the hope that English teachers
will nse this expanded sentence-combining system in their classes. An hour
or two of practice is all that is needed to hccorne fairly adept at reducing
selected sentences bi near-kernel form and adding the appropriate signals.

section one:

Although 1v1:11 be concentrating on having von practice longer sentences
than you're used to writing, we arc wit saying that all Your own sentences
should he long. You're going to loiro not milt' to add but to delete, to get
rid of the superfluous and hopefully, to achieve effieiency and clarity. You'll
learn to juxtapose long and short sentences to make them both mme effective.
A composition consisting solely of long sentences is likely to he as dull and
immature as nliC Math' or of short sentences. In this hook, as in
life, variety is tin. spice.

Votir first sentence-combining practice involves three simple operations.
Given a series of stiitements, you get rid of certain vords, aid the approprk
ate commas, and add Only one wind: and. ()I-Nerve how this works. Given

the following three base sentences.

The Num nose of the Hindenburg bobbed up,
The Hunt nose hung a moment in the air.
'Men it crumpled toward the field, (AN))

you could write,

The blunt nose of the Hindenburg bobbed up, hung a
moment in the air,and then crumpled toward the field.

93
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Three things 'happened:

":1he blunt nose and it were dokled,
2. Cuminas 111'1-1` added,
:3, Au and was introduced just before the last, base sento .

In the following example ou'll he given signids to help you deck' vhichwords to delete and where if) put commas.

Sk' MOUS delete "She:-
flit comma signal ( ) titeltuS put a -onuna at the begin=
.ning tit this base sentence.

(,AND) ineons put a comma follo 'ed by an and at the
beginning of this base sentence,

riven the following three has sentences

Helen raised her pistol.
Si* took careful aim:
Si< squeezed off five rapid shots to the center f the

target. (AND)
you 'ouid vll0 thellt out like this:

liden raised her pistol, took careful aim, and glue
off five rapid shots to the center of the target:

Each of the follosvmg sets of base sentences is ici he written as just one
sentence. . In the first two problems vim have been supplied with
AND, X-ing out ira.1 comma sipals, In the remaining. problems decide
for yourself which words are to he X-ed out, where to put commas, iind
whether an and is needed.

A. The pitcher looked up intently.
pitAolicr glanced at first base. (,)

Then 1:r0 threw a hawrinq curve which the batter knocked out of thestadium. (, AND)
13 The pitcher looked up intently, glanced at first base, and then threw

a hanging curve whieh the hatter knocked out of the stadium,

A: Carlos smoked their cigarettes,
t lounged with his feet on their couch, (,)

1-k occasionally took ,Itianita places in their ear. (, AND)
13, Carlos smoked their cigarettes, lounged with his feet on their couch,

and occasionally took Juanita places in their ear,

A: The Hindenburg huts( like a bomb.
It crashed in flames with ninety-seven persons on hoard.

B. 'The Hindenburg burst like a bomb and crashed ia flames with ninety.
seven persons on board,

A. When John didn't Writ lip for their date, Sally walked down to thebridge.
Sally elinthed up on the rails.
She did a neat dive into the river,
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B. When John didn't turn up for their date, Sally walked down she

bridge, chinhed up on the rails, and did a neat dive into the river.

A. The Hindenburg rode out a severe storm along the Atlantic coast,
The Hindenburg glided safely through and around angry forks of

lightning.
Then the Hindenburg, with a sale landing in her grasp, plummeted to

the ground,
B. The Ilindeliblirg rode out a severe storm along the Atlimtic coast, glided

safely throtwli nd around angry forks of lightning an c then, with a
safe landing in her grasp, plummeted to the ground,

A. Fearless lied dashed into the room.
He dived at the dastardly robber,
Ile missed.
lie went sailing out of the five-story window.

B. Fearless Fred dashed into the room, dived at the dastardly robber:
missed, and went sailing out of the five=story window.

A. They walked on, .

They were looking at the stars.
They were talking about theme
They were ignoring the deserted look the cottages wore,
They \vere pretending not to see the ears that passed them,

13, They walked on, looking at the stars, talking about them, ignoring the
deserted look the cottages wore. pretending not to see the cars that
passed them.

Section Two; Making the Connection

One of the simplest ways of combining two sentences is 10 put them
haul .o -Beek with a connecting word between. The connecting word estab
lishes a relationship between the two base sentences, a relationship that
might he hard to establish by any other means, The relationships arc unduly
of (1) cimse=elfect, (2) time, and (3) similarity or difference. Ifere is au
example of eaell kind of relationship:

1, They were happy because their team \YOH.
2, TlieV were happy when their team won,
3, They were happy, but we were miserable,

Sometimes you can establish a relationship without specifying which kind.
The semicolon (;) is the -connection":

4. The were happv; their team won.

Some connecting words are as soon as, just Own, after, before, allougb,
if, siiit'e:

A brief look combining.meehanics is all you uced before plunging
into the practice, When one of the connecting words appears as an instrue,
tion, attach it to the beginning of its base sentence. Then attach the result
to the beginning of the following sentence or the end of the previous
sentence.
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The soldiers came home.
The war ended, (WHEN)

B. The soldiers came home %viten the war en

%car ended: (WHEN)
The soldiers came home,

B. When the w-ar ended, the soldier s came home.

A I don't get there by midniwht. (IF)
Come looking for me.
Ill be in trouhlo.

B. If I don't got there lip` midnight, come looking for me. be in trouble:

A. He always quits.
You need hint, C UST WHEN)

13. Ile always quits ins'. when you need him.

A. Yon overeome your fear of the water, (ONCE)
Learning to swim becomes a matter Of patience and practice:

B. Once von overcome your fear of the water, learning to swim becomes
:t matter of patience and pnwtice,

A Night cm: (WHEN)
We sat huddled in blankets,
The blankets were thick and woolly.
It was time to turn in for the night: (LONG BEFORE)

B. When night came, we sat huddled in thick, woolly blankets long before
it was time to turn in for the night,

Section Three: (ENG) and (WITH)

Sonic really cifeetivo. sent:owes c=uff he constructed by changing a word
to its =big ronn or by using with as a connector: Notice how the (lNG)
instruction works'.

A. Joe burst through flu Bete. (INC)
Joe forced the gum to back to cat the ball on fourth down,

B, Bursting through the line, Joe forced the quarterback to eat the ball
on fourth down,

The ING) instruction causes (nowt to become bursting, and the italics arc
leMilikr to get rid of the Joe in that sentence. Now try one of Your own:

A. The angry crowd fc11 on the assassin. (INC)
The angry crowd tore him limb from limb.

The (\V1T1i) instruction does one of two things, depending cuff the kind
of sentence it follows. Look at these eamples:

A. She was a sensuous looking beauty.
She had long auburn hair: (WITH)

B. She was a sensuous looking beauty with long auburn hair,

A. Her car was Ina fourheel drift, (WITII)
She counter-steered and went on to take the lead.
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B, With her car i a fourvhcel drift she counter-steered and ivent on totake the lead.

In the first example, (WITH) "kicks out" the had and the she and settlesat the beginning of the sentence, In the second example, (WITH) simplyeliminates the was and settles at the beginning of the sentence.

A, The slave cried out far mercy. (ING)
The slave threw himself at the sultan's feet:
The slave had been caught in the liarcm: (WHO)

; ng out tor mercy, the slave, \Nilo had been caught in the harem,
threw Inni,solt at the sultans feet,

A, It Wax a \lid wet day.
The wind was slapping at your face. (WITII)
The wind qou through chid through. (ING)

B. It was a wild wet day with the wind shipping at your face, hillrigvon through and through.

A, Alex ,A-as
Alex was disillusioned.
Alex was hitter.
Alex shnill-1 Into the bus station:
II is shoubb is were bowed. _

Ills suitcasc was heavy in his hund.
B. Lonely, disillusioned, bitter, Alex shuffled into the bus sLition, his

shoulderr bowed, his suitcase heavy in his hand:

A. Hobert was dedicated:
Robert was honest. (AND)
Hobert was doomed to failure in a society.
The society n,,ered at dedication. (THAT)
The society ref used to acknowledge vellicss comtnitment, (INCDedicated and hencst, Robert was doomed to failure in a society thatsneered at dedication, refusing to acknowledge selfless commitment.

A. The deer sensed danger. (INC)
The deer lifted its head.
Its cars were stiff and straight.
Its body was (cue.
It was wady to explode into motion at the slightest sound.B. Sensing danger, the deer lifted its head, ears stiff and straight, body

tense, ready to explode into motion at the slightest sound.
A. You gut beyond those pious utterances about his concern for the weakand oppressed. (WHEN)

You realized SOMETHING.
He was quite simply an egomaniac. (THAT)
He had no other concern but his own selfish ambition. (WITH)11, When you gut beyond those pious utterances about his concern for theweak and oppressed, you realized that he was quite simply anegomaniac with no other concern but his own selfish ambition:
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A. They were hand in liand.
They walked 011 .in silence.
The wind stirred the moist; warm air, (INC)
The tide swept rhythmically over their bare feet. (INC)
The sand %vas cool and liquid on their toes.

13: II to hand,., ..wv walked on in Silenee, the \vind stirring the moist,
warrn the tide sweeping rhythmically over their bare feet, the sand
cool and liquid on their toes:

A. Julia stood_ at the edge of the cliff.
She /nuked down (111 their upturned, nickel-sized fWL5 by the side of the

tidal pool. (INM
;ihe usiNhed slic had ignored the dare. (INC)
She [e// trapped, (INC)
Yet she knew SOAIETIIING. (ING)
She couldn't hack clown. (THAT)

13. Julia stood at the edge of the cliff, looking down on their upturnod,
nickel-sized faces by the side of the tidal pool, wishing she had ig
florid the dare, feeling trapped, \A knowing that she couldn't hack
down:

A. The gas station attendant stumbled out of his shack:
lic was an emaciated looking fellow.
1 Iv had white hair and skin the color of an old saddle. (WITH)
1k stood eowlim, at us. (A ND )
I lis chin was thrust forward. (WITH)

cycx were blazing.
flit gits station attendant; an emaci:itcd looking felloy.: with white hair

and skin II color of an old saddle, stumbled out of the shack and
stood scowling at us. with his chin thrust forward, his eves blazing.

Section Four: Colon and Dash

The colon ( : ) is favored In in prOfeSSiOnal writers and IS a very uceful
writing device. For example, in AndersonullIc MaiKiulav Kantor has a sen-
tence whose bases look like this:

A. lie had managed to lniv also a coral necklace for his small daughter.
It was (1 coral necklace naturally. (;)
Ifer name was Coralic. (SINCE)

The original sentence is:

B. He had managed to buy also a coral necklace for his small daughter: a
coral nealave naturally, since her name was Coralie,

Notice that the colon (:) went to the front of its base sentence and that the
italics shows which part of the sentence is to b retained. Here is a sentence,
broken down into bases, from John Upclik&s story, "Who Niade Yellow
Roses Yellow'?-:

A. He pushed hack the chair a few feet.
A full view of himself was available in the tilted mirror. (S
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lie was 0 trill, narrow=skulled, sinciotli =ciu youth.
The vooth was tightly dressed in darke.st gray.

And here is Updike's original sentence, reconstituted" lit' following Ole
Nqtrious instructions:

B. Ile pushed hack the chair a few feet, so a full view of hunself_was avail-
able in the tilted mirror: zi 'narrow-skulled, smooth-checked youth,
tightly dressed in darkest gray.

Notice, again, that the colon (:) went to the front of its base. sentence,
Updike also makes effective use of the dash (7), In the same story lie

wrote a sentence that looks like this when broken down into base sentences:

A. It's a terrific image.
The image is of this percoptice m an. ()
The maims caged in his own weak character:

-Reconstituted," the sentence looks like this:

IL It's a terrific imagethis perceptive man caged in his own weak char ac=
ter.

Notice that the dash () went to the front of its base sentence.
Writers often use two dashes to separate what they insert into a sentence

from the rest of that sentence. The first dash will go at the front of its
base sentence. The! secood dash is often written immediately after its base
sentence; the instruction for this will he throe dots and a dash (.. , ). The
three dots are telling von first to write in the base sentence (changing it
according to any other instructions) and then to put in the dash. Here's an
example from Updike:

A. George read into each irregular incident possible financial loss.
The incident could be a greoing on the subway, ()
The incident could be an unscheduled knock on 11w door. (, .

Updike's original looks like this:

B. George react into each irregular incident=a greeting on the subway an
unscheduled knock on the door possible financial loss.

Now try combining sentences using the colon and dash instructions All
the -sentences in this practice have been taken from the works of modem
writers: Remember that (WHICH) and (THAT) can and often do mean
(JOIN);

A, An we have (_)!s,11-.f.THINC.,,

They sorely need something. (WHAT)
They need a new sense of (:)
(James Baldwin)

B. And ve have what the v sorely need: a new sense Of life's possibilities.

:A. Different as they wore:
They were-different in. background.
They were different in personality.
They were _differentin underlying aspiration.
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These two great soldiers had much in common:
(Bruce Cinton)

B. Different as they werein backgrounc:, in personality, in underlying
aspirationthese two great soldiers had much in eon-4nm

A, 1 had never seen a man beaten.
He had been beaten, (AS)
Ile was this mountain of a man )
Ile had (lied in the battle. (WHO)
He had been lighting the battle for forty-six years, (WHICH)
(Jesse Stuart)

B. I had never seen a Inn beaten as he had been beatenthis mountain ;.;f_
a man, who had died in the battle which he had been fighting for
forty-sk years,

A. The crimes have changed in rapid succession,
The Jews have been charged with the crimes in the course of history.

(WHICH)
They well) crimes. ()
The crimes were to justify the atrocities, (WHICH)
The atrocities were peipetralcd again,s1 them: ( )
(Albert Einstein)

13, The crimes which the Jews have been charged with in the course . of
historycrimes Nvhich were to justify the atrocities perpetrated against
themhave changed in rapid succession,

A. She studied him,
She answered. (BEFORE)
He was kill (;)
He was not too big or heavy.
Ile was black, (AND)
(Shirley Ann Gran)

13, She studied him before she answered: tall, not too big or heavy, and
black.

A. Open and peaceful competition is something else again.
The competition is for prestige. H)

compoiition is for markets.
The competition is for scientific achievement.
m competition is (Wen for men's lii 015. (,
(John F, Kennedy',

13. Open and peaceful competitionfor prestige, for markets, for scientific
achievements, even for men's mindsis something else again,

A. Never shall I forget the'deep singing of the mu r the drum.
The singing of the men at the drum was swelling and sinking.
It was the deepest sound I have ever laid in all my life.
It was deeper than thunder.
It was deeper than the sound of the Pacific cc
It was deeper than thc roar of a deep Wale, jail,
It was the-wonderful deep sound of _Man. (U
Man was calling to the linyMkable depth..
(D. H. Lawrence)-
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13. Never shall I forget the deep singing of the men at the drum, swelling
and sinking, the deepest sound I have heard in all my life, dc,eper than
thunder, deeper than the sound of the Pacific Ocean, deeper than 8±
roar of a deep yiaterfall; the N.,eonclerful deep sound of mangylingto the unspeakable depths,
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COMPOSITION EVALUATION ASSIGNMENTS

Assignment Al ,

We all enjoy an unusual suny, especially the kind which holds our interest
and makes us wonder what will happen nest; Below am listed four titles,
Choose the one \\fief-( seems most interesting to you, and write a story that
fits the title and is mysterious or strange. Use your imagination to fill in the
details, and make sure you kll,the complete story, from beginning to end,
Try to make it sound as if it really happened.

Stranded in 0 Ghost Town
The Thing that Wouldn't Die
No Ordinary Forest!
The Strangest Day Ever

IndructionN.Plan Your story so that it is as clear as possible. Use the back
of this paper to jot down and organize your ideas._Then write your story on
the lined papmYou will probably have written from seven to fifteen sen-
tences.by the time you finish, You have until the end of the period to coin-
plete the story,

Assignment 11.1

Unusuai stories are enjoyable, We .ill like stories which hold our attention
and make us wonder what is coming next; Choose one =title from the four
listed below, the one which is most interesting to you: Now write a mysteri-
ous or strange story which fits that title-, Fill in the details horn your own
imagination, and he sure to tell the whole story, from start to finish. Try to
make it sound as if it really happened,

Creature From the Lake..
..The Old Womai in the Fo
What an Unusual Day!
Lost 00 Evil Island

ItiNirtirtiOHN: Plan your story so that it is as clear as possible. Use the Ntek
of thiti paper to jot down and organize your ideas, Then write your story on
the lined paper. You will probably have written front seven to fifteen sun-
Mims by this thno you finish: You have mail the end of the period to com-
plete the story:

Assignment A.2

MI of us like to remember the special pia Ts ve've visited and tit e : citing
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tins we've done. In order to help our friends share these experiences, we
should try to tell them things that will help them make a mental picture of
the scene: the colors, the motions, the sounds, the smells, and the feelings
which made the experience mean so much to us,. Choose one of thu four
topics listed below. Use your imagination_ and your writing skill to create a

.word picture of such a scene, and the impressions it made on you,
Concentrate on describing the sights, sorinds, and smells, rather than merely
telling what happened.

The Dinner Table at Thanksgiving
A liainv Night at the Football Came
Watching a Building Burn_ Down
The Amusement Park at Night

Instrnetion,v. Plan your storyNo that it is Os clear as. possible. Use the hack
of this paper to jot down and organize your ideas. Then write your story on
the lined paper: You will probably have written from seven to fifteen sell=
teces by the time you finish. You have until the end of the period.to com-
plete the story.

Assignment B.2

All of us like to rememlicr the socelal places we've visited and the exalt=
ing things wove done. In order to help our friends share these experiences,
we should try to tell them things that will help them make a mental picture
of the ken(' the colors, the motions, the souds, the smells, and the feelings
which made the experience mean so much to us, Choose one of the our
topics listed below, Use your imagination and your writing skill to create a
lifelike told picture of such a scene, and -the impressions it made on you.
Concentrate on describing the sights, sounds, and smells, rather than merely
telling what happened.

An Afternoon at a Fair in Autumn
A Cook-Out at the Shore
After a Bad Storm
Halloween Night

Instructions, Plan your story so that it is as clear as possible. Use the back
of this paper to jot down and organize your ideas. Then write your story on
time liner! paper. You will probably have written from seven- to fifteen sen-
tences by the time von finish. You have until the end of the period to com-
plete the story.

Assignment A-3

Whenever _we feel strongly about something, we often try to persuade
others to think as we do or to do what we want them to do. We usually try
to think of .as many good reasons as possible to persuade them to do it, les
also a good idea for us to show that the reasons against doing it arc not as
convincing. Now choose one of the situations listed below, and write a
composition in which you try to persuade the person named to do what you
want him to do,
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A lady in your neighborhood is not sure if she should have you babysit:
Convince her that you can do the job.

Persuade your parents to raise yon F allowance by a certain amount:

Convince your parents that N'OO should be Unwed to go to the high
school dance:

Assignment 11 -3

.Whenever we feel strongly about something, we often try to persuade
others to think as we do or to do what we want them to do. We usually try
to think of as many Bond reasons as possible to persuade them to do it. it's
also a good idea for us to show that the reasons against doing it are not as
convincing. Now choose one of the situations listed below, and write a
eomposition which you try to persuade the person named to (I() .Phat you
want him to do.

!Inagua' vOltr piti'ents haVe WOO a competition, and the prize is a
two WOCk vacation, all espenses paicl Persuade them to to the place

. .

of your choice.

Persuade a teacher to limit licimcwork to uric night a wc(

Convince your parents that you should he allowed to decide how you
dress.

Assignment A-4

Iii Davv Crockett's time trim; poruttion was a very important part of
people's lives. People in those ditys walked a great deal, but they Ids° made
use. of horses, UntileS, coaches, canal boats and ships to carry men and goods
frorn place to place. imagine that a bus (or your age living in those
ditys accideutttily entered the fourth dimension and kuided in Tallahassee
this weak Naturally he would be fascinated by the eliang(!s in the tileariS of
transportation that have taken place since the frontier days, Write a repOvt,
telling him of the many new means of transportation that have been in-
vented since Ins day. Tell him how they work, What they can do, and so on.
Try to answer any questions you think he might ask.

Assignment 13-4

lii iii Bowies time most frontier people's homes were log cabins, lit by
oil lamps or candies, They had no running water and the few kitchen utensils
they had wore usually crude and simple. imagine that a boy (or girl) your
age living in those days accidentally entered the North dimension and landed
in Tallahassee this week, Naturally he would he fascinated by the many
changes that have taken place in 'homes since the frontier days. Write a
report, telling him of the developments in the home since his day. Mention
some of the many home appliances and gadgets that have been invented
since Jim Bowie's tithe Tell him how they work, what they can do, and so
en. Try to answer any questions you think he might ask,
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Assignment A-5

All of us have often been to particular places that made us feel good to be
there. Sometimes, if we. go back again to the same place, we have the same
good feeling all over again, because of how the place looked or felt, or be-
cause of what we did or what happened to us the last time.

Choose one of the, places listed below which makes you feel good when
you go there. Try to describe the place (what you saw, how it made you
feel, the people who were there) that a teenage friend will understand
why you feel good about the place.

Saturday afternoon at the movies
An ice cream parlor
Sunday morning at Church
A favorite quiet place
A backyard swimming pool

Assignment B-5

All of us have been to particular places that made us feel bad to be there.
Sometimes, if we go hack again to the same place, we have the same bad
feeling all over again, because of what we did or what happened to us the
last time

Choose one of the places listed below which makes you feel bad when you
go there, Try to describe the place (y,liat you saw, how it made you feel,
the people who were there) so that a teenage friend will understand why you
feel bad about the place.

A doctor's or dentist's office
The school principal's office
A new school on the first day
A traffic jam on a afternoon
Your room on a cold winter morning,

when the heating system bus broken down,
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SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TEACHING OF WRITING

The findings suggest that the ability to manipulate sentence structures is at

least as important as invention or arrangement in the teaching of writing.
For the young writer, knowing what to say isn't enough; he has to know how,

The sentence-combining system used in this study has both theoretical and

practical attractiveness when considered as part of a composition program
because it expands the practical choices, the options available to the young
writer when he needs them during the composing process_ Rhetoric and
sentence-combining practice should be viewed not as mutually,exclusive or
even discrete, but rather as complementary.

Since comparatively little time has been spent on the syntactic manipula-
tive skill in English classes, writing programs should contain an enlarged
language development component in which sentence-building exercises would

play an important role. These exercises would not focus on any one sentence

pattern but would exploit the entire range of syntactic alternatives allowed
by the grammar of English What the young writer needs is as much praL-
tice as possible with every conceivable combination of syntactic alternative,

Students exposed to sentence-building techniques could use these syntactic

manipulative skills at the prewriting or rewriting stage in their work in
composition.

An important dimension of this study was a systematic attempt to nurture

the young writer's confidence. Its success suggests that writing programs
should concentrate on building student confidence and a positive attitude
towards sentence production,


